ABSTRACT
LIU, ZIJIAN. Atomic Scale Friction and Lubrication of Carbon Based Materials in Aqueous
Environments. (Under the direction of Professor Jacqueline Krim.)
The friction and wear properties of materials constitute a matter of great current interest,
from both fundamental and applied points of view. They moreover impact a vast range of
economic, environmental, and quality of life issues, as well as national security interests.
This thesis reports on Quartz Crystal Microbalance studies that explore the fundamental
atomic scale tribological properties of various carbon based materials in the presence of
aqueous environments that range from direct immersion into water to exposure to increasing
humidity.
Four topic of current interest have been studied: (1) The impact of surface charge on the
nanotribological properties of nanodiamonds in aqueous suspensions, (2) The
nanotribological properties of water films adsorbed atop, and absorbed below, graphene
layers supported by metal electrodes. (3) Comparison studies of sliding friction levels water
adsorbed on graphene versus graphene oxide substrates, and (4) Comparison studies of the
ability of water versus ethanol films to diffuse/slide through graphene oxide layers on porous
alumina substrates. As will be described within the text of the thesis, (1) Tribological effects
were observed to be highly sensitive to the sign of nanodiamond surface charge, (2) Water
layers condensed from the gas phase readily form below graphene layers transferred to
aluminum substrates, but remain atop graphene/Ni(111) substrates, (3) Sliding friction levels
for water adsorbed on/within graphene oxide layers are vastly lower than the corresponding
levels for graphene, and (4) water is observed to diffuse readily through graphene oxide
layers while ethanol is blocked.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background.
Tribology, the study of friction, lubrication and wear, constitutes an area of great current
interest. Its impact is vast, spanning economic, environmental, and quality of life issues, not
the least of which include national security and sustainability. [1, 2] The topic is growing in
importance: As world population increases and demands on natural resources become
strained, material waste levels and the massive energy losses associated with friction and
wear that may once have been tolerated are no longer acceptable. The total frictional losses in
a typical diesel engine, for example, exceed 10% of the total energy of combustion [2,3].
Achieving even a modest 1% reduction in such losses would save ~109 gallons of diesel fuel
in the U.S. alone – a significant savings from both economic and environmental viewpoints.
Worldwide, the impact becomes even more massive, as building construction to house the
world’s ever increasing population involves diesel driven machinery.
Technology is also getting smaller, with nanoscale and molecular assembly applications
abounding. In these miniscule systems, the loss of a few molecules could lead to entire
system collapse; frictional heating could cause an entire nanoscale device to fail or evaporate.
Trace contaminants are suddenly more prolific than the devices they are attaching to, and/or
may diffuse from one region to another limited only by interfacial sliding friction effects.
Such issues pose a major challenge to progress in applications that require precise knowledge
and/or control of friction and wear in thin adsorbed films, including self-assembly and
directed transport of nanoscale objects,[4,5] fluid transport through restricted geometries [6]
(e.g. graphene membranes, molecular sieve materials), passivation of edge effects in
1

graphene and carbon-based lubricants[7,8], and the stability of granular materials associated
with frictional and frictionless contacts[9,10].
Carbon based materials, a mainstay of the lubrication industry, exhibit well-known
sensitivities to the presence of water, in some cases very trace levels, in their surrounding
environment [11]. Graphite, for example, is an excellent lubricant in air, but not vacuum:
[12] It therefore fails for applications involving space exploration and satellites. Certain
diamond-like carbons, meanwhile exhibit the opposite behavior, exhibiting low friction
coefficients only in the absence of water. [13] But not all carbon based materials exhibit such
sensitivities: The frictional behavior of graphene monolayers for example are reported to be
insensitive to the presence of water. [14] Fundamental studies, particularly at atomic length
and time scales, focusing on tribological properties of cabon-based materials in the presence
of water, are required in order to understand the origin of such behaviors, which remain
largely unexplained.
This thesis reports Quartz Crystal Microbalance studies of selected topics exploring the
fundamental atomic scale tribological properties of various carbon based materials in the
presence of aqueous environments that range from direct immersion into water to exposure to
increasing humidity. Four topics of current interest are studied: (1) The impact of surface
charge on the nanotribological properties of nanodiamonds in aqueous suspensions, (2) The
nanotribological properties of water films adsorbed atop, and absorbed below, graphene
layers supported by metal electrodes. (3) Comparison studies of sliding friction levels water
adsorbed on graphene versus graphene oxide substrates, and (4) Comparison studies of the
ability of water versus ethanol films to diffuse/slide through graphene oxide layers on porous
alumina substrates. The motivations for each of the selected topics are described in the
2

following sections. The results for the gas phase experiments (Topics 2-4) involve a detailed
knowledge of theories of adsorptions phenomena, a topic that is described in Chapter 2. The
experimental technique of QCM and apparatus employed for these studies are described in
Chapter 3. The results of the four topics studied are presented in Chapters 4-7, followed by a
summary and future outlook section in Chapter 8.

1.2 Motivation for topic (1): Impact of surface charge on the nanotribological
properties of nanodiamonds in aqueous suspensions.
Present-day lubrication technologies were developed in an era that focused on wear
elimination over friction energy losses with less attention paid to the environmental
consequences. A variety of nanoparticulates are currently being actively pursued as
alternatives to these traditional oil-based lubricant additives. One emerging class of effective
anti-friction and wear-preventing nanoparticulates consists of nanodiamonds obtained
mechanically (i.e., by crushing diamond crystals [15]) or through detonation of an oxygendeficient mixture of explosives.[16] Crushed nanodiamonds are typically 100-500 nm in
diameter and have potential as solid lubricants in vacuum [15] whereas the detonation
nanodiamonds (DNDs) are much smaller, typically 4-7 nm in diameter, [16] with a narrow
size distribution. Given that conventional additives to oil are insoluble or ineffective in
aqueous environments, development of nanodiamonds as additives may ultimately allow for
replacing centuries-old oil-based lubricating technologies.
While the empirical search for the best combination of nanoparticulates, lubricating
fluids, and applicable surfaces continues, a fundamental understanding of the atomic scale
3

mechanisms responsible for the macroscopic tribological performance is currently lacking in
the literature. For the first topic studied, we examine the impact of the sign of the
nanodiamond’s surface charge on its tribological properties in aqueous solutions: Virtually
all dispersed nanoparticulates require surface charge to prevent coagulation and the eventual
precipitation from a solution, but the role of the sign of the charge has heretofore been
unexplored. The experiment is depicted schematically in Fig. 1.1.

Fig 1.1 Schematic of positively and negatively charged nanodiamonds at the interface of a
metal immersed in water. The sign of nanodiamond surface charge is discovered to
profoundly impact friction at both nanometer and macroscopic scales.
4

As will be described in detail in Chapter 4, the tribological effects were observed to be highly
sensitive to the sign of nanodiamond surface charge, at both nano and macroscopic lengthscales.

1.3 Motivation for topic (2) Nanotribological properties of water films adsorbing atop,
and absorbing below, graphene layers supported by metal substrates.
Diffusion and sliding friction of water confined within or atop graphene and related materials
is a matter of great current interest, with wide ranging applications that include filtration [6],
energy conversion, nanofluids and desalination. Although the tribological properties of
graphite, a common lubricant with known sensitivity to the presence of water, have been
studied extensively at both macroscopic and microscopic length scales, it has been
established that the tribological response of graphene in the presence of humidity is disimilar
from that of graphite. [14] For the second topic, we employed a quartz crystal microbalance
to study of the nanotribological properties of water films adsorbed/absorbed on graphene
layers prepared by either chemical decomposition on nickel(111) substrates as well as
graphene layers grown on copper substrates, then transferred to aluminum substrates. The
studies are of interest from two points of view: (1) To measure sliding friction levels of water
on graphene, which have heretofore not been reported, and (2) to determine whether the
water layer adsorbs atop, or absorbs below the graphene layer. The latter issue is of great
interest in terms of establishing whether films delaminate when immersed in water. The
schematic of the system employed is depicted in Figure 1.2.

5

Fig 1.2. Schematic of water adsorption on a graphene layer atop a metal substrate. Does
water adsorb atop graphene layer or absorb below it?
As will be described in Chapter 5, the data indicate the presence of interstitial water
increases sliding friction between the graphene and an aluminum substrate. In addition,
although water layers condensed from the gas phase readily form below graphene layers
transferred to aluminum substrates, they are observed to remain atop graphene/Ni(111)
substrates and exhibit relatively high friction levels.

1.4 Motivation for topic (3) Comparison studies of sliding friction levels water adsorbed
on graphene versus graphene oxide substrates.
Nair et al recently reported that the flow of water through graphene oxide laminate
membranes is unimpeded[6], while the same membrane is leak tight to helium and other
gases. Such “superlubric” behavior has also been reported in a variety of other graphene
structures, for water. While numerous publications have reported “superlubric” behavior for
water in graphitic materials, they have stopped short of declaring water as exhibiting a truly
zero friction flow, ie superfluidity. These include studies of water in carbon nanotube
geometries as well as nacre-like structures. [6, 17] For the third investigation, we performed
6

measurements of sliding friction levels of water layers adsorbed on graphene oxide subtrates,
to explore whether the sliding friction levels were in fact very low.

Fig. 1.3. Water molecules have been reported to pass through graphene oxide films
unimpeded. Is the sliding friction of water on graphene water low or zero?

As will be described in detail in Chapter 6, sliding friction levels for water adsorbed
on/within graphene oxide layers were in fact observed to be exceptionally low, in stark
contrast to the sliding friction levels observed in the samples studied in Chapter 5 for
graphene samples.

The work constitutes the first time that experimental measurements of

sliding friction levels for water films confined within or adsorbed atop graphene oxide layers
have been reported.
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1.5 Motivation for topic (4): Comparison studies of the ability of water versus ethanol
films to diffuse/slide through graphene oxide layers on porous alumina substrates.
As already mentioned, water adsorbed on graphene oxide substrates exhibits unique behavior.
Nair et al , [6] in addition to reporting that the flow of water through graphene oxide laminate
membranes is unimpeded, reported that the same membrane was impermeable to helium and
other gases, including ethanol. What is the process of water travelling through the GO
multilayers? To explore this in more detail, we studied water uptake on a QCM whose surface
electrodes were formed from porous alumina covered by a graphene oxide layer (Fig. 1.4).

Fig 1.4. Schematic of graphene oxide layers atop a porous alumina QCM electrode: Water
films traverse the films and fill the pores, while entrance to the pores by ethanol is blocked
by the presence of the graphene oxide.
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The use of a porous QCM electrode allows magnification of the response, and a means to
measure the quantity of liquid that is capable of passing through the graphene overlayer. As
will be described in detail in Chapter 7, water is observed to diffuse readily through graphene
oxide, in a manner that is virtually identical to that of water uptake on a QCM with a porous
electrode directly exposed to water vapor. Identical experiments for ethanol meanwhile
reveal that ethanol is prevented by the graphene oxide layer from filling the pores. The
results have great significance in the areas of filtration, nanofluids, and desalination
technologies.
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Chapter 2: Overview of Sorption Theories
2.1 Background.
Sorption is defined as the physical and/or chemical process of one substance becoming
attached to another substance. Sorption is classified into three categories, depending on the
nature of the attachment:
1.

Absorption: when particles (e.g. atoms, molecules or ions) enter the bulk phase (gas,

liquid or solid phase)
2.

Adsorption: in contrast to absorption, particles only attach to the surface of the bulk

phase. This process therefore results in the creation of a film of the adsorbate on the surface
of the adsorbent. It is a surface based process, while absorption results in a change to the whole
volume.
3.

Ion exchange: an exchange of ions between two electrolytes or an electrolyte. In this

case both absorption and adsoption can take place simultaneously.
For the research reported herein, surface science research adsorption is the most prevalent
process. Furthermore, adsorption can be subdivided into chemisorption and physisorption.
The difference mainly lies in the nature of the attractive bond between the absorbate and
adsorbent. Distinguishing between chemisorption and physisorption (see below) is basically
the same as that of distinguishing between chemical and physical interactions in general. No
absolutely sharp distinction can be made and intermediate cases exist [1]. For chemisorption,
the forces involved are valence forces of the same kind as those operating in the formation of
chemical compounds. Physisorption meanwhile is related to intermolecular forces such as van
der Waals forces and electrostatic forces. In the course of a gas condension on a surface that is
12

physisorbed, the electronic orbital patterns don’t change significantly for either the adsorbate
or the adsorbent species. So physisorption is also frequently referred to as van der Waals
adsorption. There are some other differences between the two types of adsorption:
Chemisorption usually requires a large activation energy, on the same magnitude as common
chemical reactions. This is intuitive, as both related to breaking and rebuilding the covalence
bonds. But for the process of physisorption, no activation energy is required. The energy of
interaction between adsorbate and adsorbent particles are usually in similar magnitude of
condensation. As for the reversibility, because the chemical nature of the adsorptive(s) may be
altered by surface dissociation or reaction in such a way that on desorption the original species
cannot be recovered; in this sense chemisorption may not be reversible. In contrast, if the van
der Waals bonds broke in physisorption, the physical and chemical properties of both adsorbate
and adsorbent would not change, so it is reversible. Also, in chemisorption, adsorbates will
usually occupy certain adsorption sites on the surface to lower the energy of valence bonds,
while in physisorption, under appropriate conditions of pressure and temperature, molecules
from the gas phase can be adsorbed in excess of those in direct contact with the surface.
Differences also in equilibrium states. In chemisorption, true equilibrium may be achieved
slowly or even unreachable because of the large activation energy. In physisorption,
equilibrium is readily established between the adsorbate and the fluid phase. Especially in
solid/gas systems, at not too high pressures the extent of physical adsorption increases with
increases in gas pressure and usually decreases with increasing temperature. In the case of
systems showing hysteresis, the equilibrium may be metastable.
The theoretic models describing chemisorption and physisorption are also different. For
chemisorption, the Gibbs free energy is widely used to determine the adsorption process [2].
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In physisorption, an image charge model is generally employed to estimate the electrostatic
attraction and repulsion forces between adsorbate particles and adsorbent surface. In addition,
the van der Waals binding energy can be analyzed by another simple physical picture:
modeling the motion of an electron around its nucleus by a three-dimensional simple harmonic
oscillator with a potential energy.

2.2 Thermodynamics and kinetics of adsorption
When studying adsorption, there are some general and basic questions that are of broad interest:
• How many particles can be adsorbed by a given amount of material? The thermodynamic
quantity of interest here is surface concentration.
• How does this amount depend on the state variables (temperature and pressure), i.e. how can
one control the adsorbate concentrate on by an appropriate choice of P and T?
• How can one determine the stationary and maximum adsorbed amount?
• Where are the adsorbed particles located at, on, and in the surface, respectively?
• How much energy is required to remove these particles from the surface, i.e., how strong are
the adsorptive bonds to the surface?
To answer these questions, the thermodynamics of adsorption and desorption, especially at/on
the surface are employed [3]. Thermodynamics describes the behavior of adsorbate as a
function of state variables (𝑃, 𝑇, chemical composition etc.). However, since it is just a
continuum description of the chemical state of systems, it is unable to describe or predict
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microscopic details or elementary processes on the atomic scale. It moreover incapable of
predicting activation energies and, hence, provides hardly any information about kinetics (time
dependences) of chemical reactions.
A powerful tool for analysis of adsorption thermodynamics that has used for decades consists
of the adsorption isotherm. An adsorption isotherm measures the amount of adsorbate bound
at the adsorbent at equilibrium of the adsorption of a adsorbate at a surface at constant
temperature as a function of the adsorbate present in the gas and/or liquid phase. In the most
common situation, the adsorbate is in the gas phase and adsorbent is a solid surface. In this
case, the isotherm will display information of how much adsorbate condenses for a given set
of state variables (pressure 𝑃 and temperature 𝑇). The amount of adsorbed material can be
introduced as surface coverage 𝛩, i.e., the fraction of occupied/available sites, or by the total
volume 𝑣𝑚 taken up by the sum of particles adsorbed in the first monolayer. For the QCM
measurements reported herein, the surface coverage is generally reported as the mass per unit
area of the adsorbed or absorbed film, which is directly proportional to the frequency shift of
the QCM occurring in response to the uptake of adsorbate. If the isotherm process is slow
enough, each point of the isotherm can be view as a metastable state, so at each point the
equilibrium thermodynamic equation is applicable. The adsorption isotherm is one of the most
characteristic quantities for an adsorption process. The form of the adsorption isotherm
provides quick and widespread information about the chemical and physical properties of the
adsorbate and about how the adsorption process proceeds. In principle, various kinds of
isotherms can be distinguished, depending on the nature of interaction between the adsorbate
and the surface.
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To quantify the thermodynamics during the adsorption process, the general method of Gibbs
free energy equation is first utilized:
Δ𝐺𝑎𝑑 = Δ𝐻𝑎𝑑 − 𝑇Δ𝑆𝑎𝑑

(2.1)

Consider in the adsorption process, the parameters that might change during any change of
state are temperature 𝑇, pressure 𝑃, surface area 𝐴, surface tension 𝜎, system volume 𝑉 ,
chemical potential 𝜇, entropy 𝑆 and mole number of adsorbate species 𝑖. So if one takes the
differential change of Gibbs energy, it can be presented as
𝜕𝐺

𝑑𝐺 = (𝜕𝑃)

𝜕𝐺

𝑇,𝐴

𝜕𝐺

𝑑𝑃 + ( 𝜕𝑇 )

𝑃,𝐴

𝑑𝑇 + (𝜕𝐴)

𝑃,𝑇

𝜕𝐺

𝑑𝐴 + (𝜕𝑛 )
𝑖

𝑇,𝑃,𝐴

𝑑𝑛𝑖

(2.2)

Note by definition we have
𝜕𝐺

(𝜕𝑃)

𝑇,𝐴

𝜕𝐺

(𝜕𝑇 )

𝑃,𝐴

𝜕𝐺

(𝜕𝐴)

𝑃,𝑇

=𝑉

(2.3a)

= −𝑆

(2.3b)

= 𝜎

(2.3c)

So 𝑑𝐺 can be written as
𝑑𝐺 = 𝑉𝑑𝑃 − 𝑆𝑑𝑇 + 𝜎𝑑𝐴 + ∑𝑖 𝜇𝑖 𝑑𝑛𝑖

(2.4)

From inspection of Eq. (2.4) it is apparent that the third term is decisive when the surface
area/bulk volume ratio is large.
In a common case- gas/solid surface adsorption, at some point the adsorbate and gas phase
will form a equilibrium, which leads to a constant surface concentration Γ,
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Γ=

𝑛𝑎𝑑

(2.5)

𝐴

which is usually expressed in units of moles per unit area. Since gas adsorption is both
pressure and temperature dependent, a common way to describe the equilibrium is to equate
the chemical potential 𝜇 of adsorbate and gas phase:
𝜇𝑎𝑑 = 𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠 and 𝑑𝜇𝑎𝑑 = 𝑑𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠

(2.6)

In the Gibbs energy system, 𝜇 can therefore be presented as:
𝜕𝐺

𝜇𝑖 = (𝜕𝑛 )
𝑖

,

(2.7)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑗,𝑘…..(𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠)

which constitutes the basis for thermodynamic treatments of adsorption phenomena.

2.3 Langmuir Adsorption Isotherms
Adsorption isotherms provide a very useful experiment technique to measure the surface area
and porosity of complex surfaces, and there are a variety of theories and analysis methods to
interpret the adsorption isotherm results, including Linear isotherm[4], Freundlich isotherm[5],
Langmuir isotherm [6], Kisliuk isotherm[7], adsorption enthalpy[8] and, the one to be
commonly employed in this thesis, the BET theory[9]. The BET theory will be discussed after
an overview of the Langmuir isotherm [6] , one of the earliest and simplest models for the form
of an adsorption isotherm.
In the Langmuir model, the adsorption isotherm is simplified to a most basic situation: (1) the
adsorbing surface is perfectly flat with no defects of corrugations and all adsorbing sites are
identical; (2) once gas molecules are adsorbed they will not move again; (3) all the adatoms
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are mutually nonintereacting , and (4) no more than one molecule may reside at a given site
[10, 11]. The last assumption is particularly problematic, as it requires that the first monolayer
is complete before any particles are allowed to occupy the second layer. Under these
assumptions, the adsorption process can be treated as a reaction where a gas molecule 𝐴𝑔 reacts
with an empty site 𝑆, to yield an adsorbed complex 𝐴𝑎𝑑 :
𝐴𝑔 + 𝑆 ⇌ 𝐴𝑎𝑑

(2.8)

In the original derivation, first the rate of adsorption 𝑟𝑎𝑑 and rate of desorption 𝑟𝑑 is considered
as
𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝑘𝑎𝑑 𝑃𝐴 [𝑆]

(2.9)

𝑟𝑑 = 𝑘𝑑 [𝐴𝑎𝑑 ]

(2.10)

where 𝑃𝐴 is the partial pressure of species A on the surface, [𝑆] is the concentration of bare
sites per unit area, [𝐴𝑎𝑑 ] is the surface concentration of A pre unit area, 𝑘𝑎𝑑 and 𝑘𝑑 are
adsorption and desorption constant respectively.
At equilibrium the two rates equal to each other, 𝑘𝑎𝑑 𝑃𝐴 [𝑆] = 𝑘𝑑 [𝐴𝑎𝑑 ], after rearrangement:
[𝐴𝑎𝑑 ]
𝑃𝐴 [𝑆]

=

𝑘𝑎𝑑
𝑘𝑑

𝐴
= 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

(2.11)

If it is a single adsorbate case, the sites need to be balanced as
[𝑆] = [𝑆0 ] − [𝐴𝑎𝑑 ]
Where [𝑆0 ] =

𝑆0
𝑎

(2.12)

means the concentration of sites in the whole surface. Combining the two

equations above, one obtains:
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[𝐴𝑎𝑑 ]
𝐴
𝑃𝐴 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

+ [𝐴𝑎𝑑 ] = [𝑆0 ]

(2.13)

A new parameter 𝜃𝐴 can therefore be defined, as the fraction of the surface sites covered by
molecules A:
𝜃𝐴 =

[𝐴𝑎𝑑 ]

(2.14)

[𝑆0 ]

Substituting [𝑆0 ] and [𝐴𝑎𝑑 ] yields

𝜃𝐴 =

𝐴
𝑃𝐴 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

(2.15)

𝐴
1+𝑃𝐴 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

𝐴
The equilibrium constant 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢
can then be predicted in theory by

𝐴
𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢
=

1
𝑃𝑟

𝑒 −Δ𝐺𝑎𝑑 /𝑅𝑇 =

1
𝑃𝑟

𝑒 −Δ𝑆𝑎𝑑 /𝑅 𝑒 −Δ𝐻𝑎𝑑 /𝑅𝑇

(2.16)

where Δ𝐺𝑎𝑑 , Δ𝑆𝑎𝑑 and Δ𝐻𝑎𝑑 are the equilibrium free energy, entropy and enthalpy of
adsorption respectively.
If there are more than one species are present in the gas phase, the multiple adsorptions will
happen together and compete with each other: Assuming all sites are equivalent to both A
and B, and each site can only hold one molecule, for example two molecules A and B, their
equilibrium constant can be presented as
[𝐴𝑎𝑑 ]
𝑃𝐴 [𝑆]

𝐴
= 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

(2.17)

𝐵
= 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

(2.18)

and
[𝐵𝑎𝑑 ]
𝑃𝐵 [𝑆]
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Also all the sites are shared by both A and B so that
[𝑆] = [𝑆0 ] − ([𝐴𝑎𝑑 ] + [𝐵𝑎𝑑 ])

(2.19)

So the coverage for A and B, 𝜃𝐴 and 𝜃𝐵 can be written as

𝜃𝐴 =

𝜃𝐵 =

𝐴
𝑃𝐴 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

(2.20)

𝐴 +𝑃 𝐾 𝐵
1+𝑃𝐴 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢
𝐵 𝑒𝑞𝑢

𝐵
𝑃𝐵 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢

(2.21)

𝐴 +𝑃 𝐾 𝐵
1+𝑃𝐴 𝐾𝑒𝑞𝑢
𝐵 𝑒𝑞𝑢

2.4 BET theory
In actual experimental conditions, the Langmuir theory has many problems: These include the
fact that the adsorption process is not uniform but is in fact random, the sites are not equivalent
and most importantly: in most of cases adsorption will form multilayers in some locations on
the surface in advance of the full monolayer completion.
To improve and develop the over-simplified Langmuir model, many different modifications
have been suggested. Among them the BET theory is widely used model, and will be used in
this work to estimate the surface areas of the substrates employed. It was first introduced in
1938 by Stephen Brunauer, Paul Hugh Emmett, and Edward Teller [6], developed for the case
of multilayer adsorption. The BET theory is based on the following assumptions: [7]
1.

Adsorption occur only on well-defined substrate sites (one per molecule)

2.

The only molecular interaction considered is that a molecule can act as a single

adsorption site for a molecule of the upper layer.
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3.

The uppermost molecule layer is in equilibrium with the gas phase, i.e. similar molecule

adsorption and desorption rates.
4.

The desorption is a kinetically-limited process, i.e. a heat of adsorption must be

provided:
(1) these phenomenon are homogeneous, i.e. same heat of adsorption for a given
molecule layer.
(2) it is 𝐸1 for the first layer, i.e. the heat of adsorption at the solid sample surface
(3) the other layers are assumed similar and can be represented as condensed species, i.e.
liquid state. Hence, the heat of adsorption is 𝐸𝐿 is equal to the heat of liquefaction.
5.

At the saturation pressure, the molecule layer number tends to infinity (i.e. equivalent

to the sample being surrounded by a liquid phase)
After applying these assumptions to equilibrium status that the evaporation rate equals the
condensation rate,

and after some steps of derivation, the BET theory arrives at a

straightforward equation:
𝑝
𝑣(𝑝0 −𝑝)

=𝑣

1

𝑚𝑐

𝑐−1 𝑝

+𝑣

𝑚𝑐

(2.21)

𝑝0

Here 𝑝 is the equilibrium pressure at each point in the isotherm, 𝑝0 is the saturated vapor
pressure for this species, 𝑣 is the amount of gas adsorbed, 𝑣𝑚 is the volume of gas required to
cover the surface with one complete monolayer of adsorbate. Note that 𝑣 and 𝑣𝑚 can be written
in any units linear to the number of molecules, for example volume units and mass units. And
𝑐 is called BET constant, which proportional to exp(−
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𝐸1 −𝐸𝐿
𝑅𝑇

) , where 𝐸1 is the heat of

adsorption for the first layer and 𝐸𝐿 is the heat of liquefaction for second and higher layers, as
the they are assumed same value. 𝑅 is the gas constant and 𝑇 is the environment temperate.
In this equation, 𝑝 and 𝑝0 can be read from the isotherm data, and 𝑣 can also be record using
direct or indirect experiment techniques, and 𝑣𝑚 and 𝑐 is the unknown terms, we especially
interested in 𝑣𝑚 because once we know 𝑣𝑚 we can determine the structure and property of a
certain surface.
So if one plots

𝑝
𝑣(𝑝0 −𝑝)

𝑝

𝑝

0

0

versus 𝑝 in the pressure region(0.05 < 𝑝 < 0.35), it will be linear,

with slope
𝑐−1

,

𝑣𝑚 𝑐

(2.22)

and intercept
1
𝑣𝑚 𝑐

.

(2.23)

This provides two equations in two unknowns, allowing one to solve for 𝑣𝑚 and 𝑐.
After 𝑣𝑚 is determined, one can easily calculate the total surface area by apply the equation:
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑣𝑚 𝑁𝑠

(2.24)

𝑉

Where 𝑁 is Avogadro's number, 𝑠 is the adsorption cross section of the adsorbing species, 𝑉
the molar volume of the adsorbate gas. For the case of adsorption on the surface of a QCM,
the frequency shift associated with mass uptake is employed as the quantity linear in mass,
yielding a value for the mass per unit area required to cover the surface with a film one
monolayer thick. This can be compared then to the known value for the mass per unit area of
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a monolayer on a perfectly flat and two-dimensional surface, to yield a value for the ratio of
the actual surface area to that of a flat surface.
As an example, Fig.1 shows a typical BET plot for a water isotherm run one flat Al QCM .
One monolayer of water adsorbed on a two dimensional substrate has mass per unit area of
approximately 30 ng/cm2. The linear fitting is very well in the low pressure range, and the
interception slope can be determined easily as the table in . Fig.1

Fig. 2.1 Typical water isotherm BET plot for a flat Al QCM.
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2.5 Adsorption on porous substrates
Several of the QCM samples studied in this research were rough or porous in nature. The nature
of adsorption isotherms on such surfaces has been studied extensively in the literature for
adsorption in general [12, 13] and uptake in particular on QCM surfaces electrodes with rough,
fractal, or porous stuctures [14-16]. In such cases the form of an adsorption isotherm in the
thick film (as opposed to the monolayer regime treated by the BET theory) is described by a
combination of the form of the “Frenkel-Halsey-Hill” isotherm [15], derived under the
assumption that the film is a uniform slab of the bulk material, and that atoms interact via van
der Waals forces, and the Kelvin equation [13] describing the pressure Pf at which cylindrical
pores of radius r suddenly fill with the adsorbate condensing from the gas phase into a liquid
state within the pores:
ln(Pf/P0) = (2 Vm cosγ)/(rRT) ,

(2.25)
rface tension of the liquid condensate,

is the contact angle of the adsorbate with the surface, and P0 is the bulk vapor pressure of the
liquid.
Figure 2.2, (reproduced from Fig. 1 of Ref. [14]) displays a simulated adsorption isotherm for
nitrogen adsorption at 77K adsorbed on a graphite surface with uniform cylindrical pores with
radius 2 nm and depth 15 nm. The sudden vertical rise in the isotherm corresponds to the point
at which the pores become filled. The dotted line shows the correponding line for adsorption
on a two-dimensional flat surface.

Figure 2.3 (reproduced from Ref. [16])

displays

experimental data for water uptake on a porous alumina sample of the type employed for the
Topic 4 studies reported herein. The most notable feature is the fact that frequency shifts (and
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thus mass loading) are on the order of thousands of Hz, rather than tens of Hz, indicative of
the deep pores employed for the studies.

Fig 2.2. From [14] Simulated adsorption isotherms for nitrogen adsorption on graphite
surface coatings on a 5MHz QCM for a flat (dotted line) and porous (solid) substrate. The
pores are cylindrical and identical with radius 2nm. One monolayer of liquid nitrogen on a
flat surface (dotted line) corresponds to a frequency shift of 3.9 Hz. The porosity results in
greater uptake overall, and a pore collapse at the vertical riser.
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Figure 2.3 Forward and reverse isotherms for water on a porous alumina electrode at T =
281K. (Reproduced from [16]) The resonant frequency of the QCM employed for this study
was 5.25 MHz. Frequency shifts are on the order of thousands of Hz, rather than tens of Hz,
on account of the vastly increased surface area of the substrate.
Adsorption on surfaces that are neither perfectly flat nor a combination of perfectly flat plus
uniform pores/cylinders can in many cases be described by a fractal geometry, whereby the
adsorption isotherm is described by:
ln(P/P0) = -

n

); n = 3/(3-D) ,

(2.26)

where D is the fractal dimension d is the thickness of the film at pressure P had it formed on a
flat surface. [14,15]
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2.6 Surface zeta potential

Fig 2.4 Diagram of double layer and zeta potential: Note that the zeta potential in this figure
is negative, and the +y axis of the plot corresponds to increasingly negative potential[17].
If a charged particle is in solution, its surrounding will form a so-called double layer structure
as depicted in Fig. 2.4. The layer near the particle surface is referred to as the Stern layer,
formed from the ions in the surrounding liquid. In Figure 2.4, the particle is negatively charged,
and so the Stern layer is formed by positive cations. This layer is formed by only one sign of
ions, and firmly attached to the particle surface. The second layer is called diffuse layer, within
which ions are not that firmly attracted by particle so that they can diffuse to the bulk solution.
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It includes both anions and cations. When the particle is moving in solution, there is a plane
called the slipping plane. Within the range of slipping plane, ions will move with the particle
as a whole. The potential between the slipping plane and dispersion medium is called Zeta
potential: It is a parameter that describe the electrokinetic potential of particle in colloidal
dispersions[20].
The measurement of Zeta potential is measured by the electrophoresis phenomenon. When a
charged particle moves when placed in an electric field, the particles with a zeta potential will
migrate toward the electrode of opposite charge with a velocity proportional to the magnitude
of the zeta potential. The velocity is proportional to electrophoretic mobility, which is a
measurable parameter. This allows the zeta potential to be measured.
There is also an electric current or potential which originates when an electrolyte is driven by
a pressure gradient through a channel or porous plug with charged walls. This potential is
called the streaming potential. Practically, two reversible electrodes placed on either side of a
fluidic geometry across which a known pressure difference is applied. When the electrodes are
left floating, allowing a streaming potential to build up between the two ends of the channel.
So that zeta potential can be calculated asU_str=(ϵ_r ϵ_0 ζ)/(ηK_L ) ΔP. Here η is dynamic
viscosity of the liquid, K_L is specific conductivity of the bulk liquid[18].
Also AFM can be used to measure the surface potential, by the so called electrostatic force
microscope(EFM) method, in which AFM is in noncontact mode of operation. In this mode
the cantilever is oscillated at a resonant frequency of the cantilever and the AFM tip is held
such that it only senses with long range electrostatic forces without entering the repulsive
contact regime. In this non-contact regime, the electric force gradient causes a shift in the
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resonance frequency of the cantilever. EFM images can be created by measuring the cantilever
oscillation, phase and/or frequency shift of the cantilever in response to the electrostatic force
gradient[19].
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Chapter 3: Experimental technique and apparatus
3.1 Introduction to QCM
The Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) has been used for decades to measure small mass
adding or removal on a surface. Since quartz is piezoelectric, if an AC voltage is applied to
quartz crystals cut at certain orientations, they will vibrate transversely with a characteristic
frequency, in other words now the quartz crystals now become resonators [1]. There are many
ways to cut quartz crystals, and each type of cut will result a different and unique vibrational
mode when a voltage is applied. Among many kinds of QCM the most commonly used cut is
the AT-cut, which has a so called thickness shear mode, as Fig. 3.1 shows. In practical
situations, at this shear mode, the crystal is often made to have a frequency in the range of 130 MHz.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.1 (a) an AT-cut QCM with no applied voltage (b) when voltage is applied on an ATcut QCM, it will resonate[2].
The QCM has many advantages as a general measurement technique and tool. First of all, the
quartz crystal has extremely high quality factor(Q-factor). Q-factor describes a dimensionless
parameter that describes how under-damped an oscillator or resonator is, as well as
characterizes a resonator's bandwidth relative to its center frequency. Higher Q indicates a
lower rate of energy loss relative to the stored energy of the resonator; the oscillations die out
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more slowly [3,4]. The Q-factor for a 1MHz QCM is about 107, orders of magnitude better
than the best LC circuits [5].The high Q-factor indicates that the QCM has a very low energy
dissipation. Secondly, QCM has stable mechanical properties, its characteristic frequency is
quite stable over short and long times, an essential feature for it to be used as a commercial
unit and also lab tool. The third is its stability with respect to temperature variation, depending
on the shape and orientation of the crystal is cut, many different modes of vibration can be
used. It is possible to control and use the frequency-temperature characteristics of the QCM
within close limits by an appropriate choice of cut [6].
Because of the stability of QCM, it can be used at many environments, including in vacuum,
in gas phase and more recently in liquid environments [7-9]. It was first introduced for studies
of nanotribology by Krim and coworkers in the late 1980s [10].
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3.1.1 Mass loading of QCM and frequency shifts

Fig. 3.2 Lab use Quartz Crystal Microbalance setup schematic
In a nanotribology study, the QCM setup used is shown in Fig.3.2: Metal electrodes are
deposited on the both sides of the quartz disk, the common electrodes used are Au, Ti, Si, also
further non-metal surface deposition can be done on the electrodes if needed. AC voltage
across the electrodes drives the QCM oscillating at a certain characteristic resonate frequency
as mentioned before, any mass change on the electrode surface will shift the frequency, the
difference in frequency can tell the mass changing on the surface, which is the basic idea of
how mass uptake is related to frequency change of QCM.
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To be more quantitative, the shear resonate frequency of a QCM 𝑓0 depends on the properties
of the quartz and also the thickness as equation 3.1 shows:
𝜇𝑞

𝑓0 = √𝜌 /2𝑑𝑞
𝑞

(3.1)

Where 𝜇𝑞 = = 2.947 ∙ 1011 𝑔 · 𝑐𝑚−1 · 𝑠 −2 is the shear modulus (a ratio of sheer stress to
shear strain), 𝜌𝑞 = 2.648 𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−3 is the density of quartz, and 𝑑𝑞 is the crystal thickness.
𝜇𝑞

Since √𝜌 can be also presented as 𝜐 as shear-wave velocity so equation 3.1 can also be written
𝑞

as equation 3.2[11]:
𝜐

𝑓0 = 2𝑑

(3.2)

𝑞

Based on this, there is a linear relation between the frequency shift Δ𝑓 and the rigidly adsorbed
mass Δ𝑚 as equation 3.3 shows:
Δ𝑓
𝑓0

Δ𝑑

Δ𝑚

𝑞

𝑞

= −𝑑 = −𝑀

(3.3)

Where 𝑀𝑞 is the mass of quartz crystal [10], and the mass of the original quartz crystal 𝑀𝑞 can
be presented as density multiple volume of quartz as equation 3.4
Δ𝑓
𝑓0

= −𝜌

Δ𝑚

(3.4)

𝑞 (𝐴𝑑𝑞 )

Where 𝐴 is the surface are of the QCM. Replace 𝑑𝑞 with equation 3.1 and rearrange:

Δ𝑓 = − 𝐴

2𝑓02
√𝜇𝑞 𝜌𝑞

Δ𝑚

(3.5)Equation

3.5 is the so called Sauerbrey equation, first introduced by G. Sauerbrey in 1959 as a method
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for correlating changes in the oscillation frequency of a piezoelectric crystal with the mass
deposited on one side it [12].
The advantage for Sauerbrey equation is, as for a known QCM, its 𝑓0 and 𝐴 is a fixed number,
𝜇𝑞 and 𝜌𝑞 are constants, so one can directly calculate the mass change on the surface from
measuring the frequency change of QCM, the negative sign means when Δ𝑚 is positive(adding
on mass), the frequency will decrease. For example in our experiment, the most commonly
used QCM is with 1 inch diameter and 5 MHz as its resonate frequency, so equation 3.5 is
simplifies as
Δ𝑓 = −1.117 ∙ 107 Hz ∙ 𝑔−1 ∗ Δ𝑚

(3.6)

Since the frequency can be measured up to 0.1 Hz easily, the minimum gas sensitivity is in the
order of 10−9 𝑔.
On the other hand, one can use the Sauerbrey equation to predict the frequency change for a
known material thin film since Δ𝑚 can also be calculated by the density and volume of the
material. It is an essential control method to have this theoretical prediction when performing
a thin film deposition.
We note here the Sauerbrey equation is applied to only one side of the QCM has mass change,
if mass is changing uniformly at both sides of the QCM, an coefficient of 2 must be add.
As in the derivation we can see, the Sauerbrey equation is under the assumption that the adding
or removing mass is a an extension or shrinking of thickness of the original QCM, so system
fits the equation must meet 3 of the following conditions: (1) the deposited mass must be rigid,
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Δ𝑓

(2) the deposited mass must be distributed evenly and (3) the frequency change 𝑓 < 0.02, i.e
0

105 Hz for a 5 MHz QCM.
If the change of the frequency is more than 2%, Sauerbrey equation must be extended to
incorporate the elasticity of the deposition and the interaction between the add-on mass and
the QCM must be considered. A method called Z-match was first introduced by Lu and
Lewis[13,14] in 1972 tried to correlate mass change and frequency change in a more accurate
way, as equation 3.7:
𝑁𝑞 𝜌𝑞

−∆𝑓

0

𝑓0

Δ𝑚 = 𝜋𝑍(𝑓 +∆𝑓) ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [𝑍 ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝜋

)]

(3.7)

Where, the mass of change is still viewed as the thickness changing uniformly
Δ𝑚 is the change in mass per unit are in 𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−2
𝑁𝑞 is the Frequency Constant for AT-cut quartz crystal = 1.668 ∙ 1013 𝐻𝑧 ∙ Å
𝜇𝑞 𝜌𝑞

𝑍 is the Z-factor of film material = √𝜇

𝑓 𝜌𝑓

From the still relative simple equation, we can see the main factor that determine the
relationship is the Z-factor, the accuracy of the mass load calculation is often limited by how
well the Z-factor and density of the material are known. Density and Z- factor values are
typically very close to bulk values [15].
As mentioned before, until fairly recently, it was believed that excessive viscous loading would
prohibit the use of the QCM in liquid environments. In fact, Nomura and Okuhara proved it is
possible to operate QCM in liquids in 1982[16].
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In liquid, the response of the QCM is still extremely sensitive to mass changes at the QCMliquid interface. Since than QCM has been used in direct contact with liquids and/or
viscoelastic films for many years to assess changes in mass and viscoelastic properties during
different surface processes.
When QCM is put in contact with a solution, there is a frequency decrease. As Nomura and
Okuhara pointed out at first time, The frequency change of QCM (∆𝑓) depends on the liquid
density (𝜌𝐿 ) and liquid viscosity (𝜂𝐿 ). A quantitative understanding of the QCM behavior is a
prerequisite for proper interpretation of experimental results when QCM is totally immersed
in liquid. Glassford is the first trying to solve this problem[17], he discussed the liquid film
deposition and liquid droplet deposition. Glassford and some other analyses are appropriate
for thin films and partially elastic films but not for the case the total immersion of one surface
of the crystal in a viscous liquid. Later on Kanazawa and Gordon improve the theoretic model
and determined the behavior of the crystal/fluid system by examining the coupling of the elastic
shear waves in the crystal to the viscous shear waves in the liquid. They proposed an equation
to evaluate the frequency change of QCM immersion as equation 3.8[18]:
3/2

∆𝑓 = −𝑓0

𝜌𝐿 𝜂𝐿

(3.8)

√𝜋𝜇𝑞𝜌𝑞

The derivation fo equation 3.8 is simply from Sauerbrey equation, as Sauerbrey can be write
as Δ𝑓 = −

2𝑓02
√𝜇𝑞 𝜌𝑞

(

Δ𝑚
𝐴

), in a Newtonian fluid the decay length, 𝑑, of an induced shear wave

can be presented as
𝜂

𝑑 = √𝜋𝑓 𝐿𝜌

(3.9)

0 𝐿
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If we assume that a region of fluid with a thickness of 𝑑/2 is coupled to the QCM, we can
substitute (

Δ𝑚
𝐴

) with

𝑑𝜌𝐿
2

, we have equation 3.8

Equation 3.8 is proved to be well predicting the frequency change for immersed QCM. For
example, for a 1 inch diameter polished gold electrodes 5MHz crystal, when it was immersed
in 20 ℃ pure ,we know 𝜌𝐿 = 0.9982 𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−3 and 𝜂𝐿 = 1.002 ∙ 10−2 𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−1 ∙
𝑠 −1 ,equation7 predicts a decrease in frequency of 715 Hz, excellent agreement between the
frequency equation and the experimental results has been proved[19-21].

3.1.2 Quality factor and Energy dissipation
In addition to study the mass changes on QCM surface by measuring the frequency, we also
care about when mass/film is adsorbed or desorbed, how energy changes, i.e. the dissipation
factor (equivalent to the resonance bandwidth). It is often measured to help analysis.
First as a resonator, QCM has a quality factor (Q-factor), in physics and engineering the quality
factor or Q factor is a dimensionless parameter that describes how under-damped an oscillator
or resonator is, as well as characterizes a resonator's bandwidth relative to its center frequency.
Higher Q indicates a lower rate of energy loss relative to the stored energy of the resonator,
and the oscillation dies out slower [22,23]. The Q-factor is greatly affected by environment,
for example a pendulum suspended from a high-quality bearing, oscillating in air, has a high
Q, while a pendulum immersed in oil has a low one. For QCM the viscosity also change the
quality factor in the same way. Resonators with high quality factors have low damping so that
they ring longer.
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As the original two definitions of the quality factor, one of these definitions is the frequencyto-bandwidth ratio of the resonator:
𝑄=

𝑓0

(3.10)

∆𝑓

where 𝑓0 is the resonant frequency, ∆𝑓 is the half-power bandwidth i.e. the bandwidth over
which the power of vibration is greater than half the power at the resonant frequency.
Another common used definition for Q is the ratio of the energy stored in the oscillating
resonator to the energy dissipated per cycle by damping processes:
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

𝑄 = 2𝜋 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

(3.11)

It can also linked with the resonate frequency as
𝑄 = 2𝜋𝑓0

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑

(3.12)

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

The factor 2π makes Q expressible in simpler terms, involving only the coefficients of the
second-order differential equation describing most resonant systems, electrical or mechanical.
In electrical systems, the stored energy is the sum of energies stored in lossless inductors and
capacitors; the lost energy is the sum of the energies dissipated in resistors per cycle. In
mechanical systems, the stored energy is the maximum possible stored energy, or the total
energy, i.e. the sum of the potential and kinetic energies at some point in time; the lost energy
is the work done by an external conservative force, per cycle, to maintain amplitude.
As we know in a RLC circuits, the Q-factor is:

𝑄𝑒 =

1
𝑅

𝐿

√ =
𝐶

𝜔0 𝐿

(3.13)

𝑅
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where 𝑅 , 𝐿 and 𝐶 are the resistance, inductance and capacitance of the tuned circuit,
respectively.
As an analogy the QCM resonator’s Q-factor can be write as [10]:
𝜔𝑀𝑚

𝑄𝑚 =

(3.14)

𝑅𝑚

Where 𝑅𝑚 is the “mechanical resistance” and 𝑀𝑚 is mass added.
Above is the expression for a bare QCM, if mass is added to the oscillating QCM, the overall
dissipation will change, when reflecting on quality factor, the total mechanic Q is calculated
the same way as electrical Q:
1

=
𝑄

1
𝑄𝑎𝑑𝑑

+

1

(3.15)

𝑄𝑚

As we can tell from the equation, in most cases if more mass is added, the energy losses
increases and Q factor decreases further. But in some case, the Q factor increases as mass
added, for example Goyal and Tadigadapa claims that the Q factor was found to monotonically
increase as more SWNTs were added to the QCM resonator [24].
To describe the energy dissipation in QCM more intuitively, a “dissipation factor” 𝐷 is
suggested, it is proportional to the energy dissipation, defined as the inverse of the Q-factor
𝐷=

1

(3.16)

𝑄
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1

In the practical study of QCM, the change of the dissipation δ (𝑄)level is more focus, in
1

different medium and context, δ (𝑄) has different means and expression, for example when
consider a adsorbed film on QCM, the change of dissipation read as[10]
1

δ (𝑄) =

2𝑅

(3.17)

𝜔𝜌𝑞 𝑑𝑞

Where R is the mechanical resistance, 𝜔 is the angular frequency, 𝜌𝑞 the density of quartz and
𝑑𝑞 the thickness of QCM , this is derived by the acoustic impedance which will be introduced
later.
1

When QCM is immersed in liquid, δ (𝑄) can be write as [18]
1

𝜌 𝜂 𝑓

𝐿 𝐿 0
δ (𝑄) = 2√ 𝜋𝜌
𝜇

(3.18)

𝑞 𝑞

Where 𝜌𝐿 and 𝜂𝐿 is the density and viscosity of the liquid.
And here we also have to notice that Q factor are affecting the noise of frequency data recording,
as Vig and Walls have proposed an empirical relationship between the smallest level of
noise generated by an oscillator in vacuum and the quality factor of the QCM, Q , for
sampling times, τ , between 0.1 and 10 seconds, as equation 3.19 shows[25]

𝜎𝑦 (𝜏)𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

1.0∗10−7

(3.19)

𝑄

Where σ2𝑦 (𝜏) is defined by Allan etc as the variance of two measurements ̅̅̅
𝑦𝑘 and ̅̅̅̅̅̅[26]
𝑦𝑘+1
σ2𝑦 (𝜏) =

1
2

2
〈(𝑦
̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅)
𝑘+1 − 𝑦
𝑘 〉

(3.20)
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So 𝜎𝑦 (𝜏) is the typical deviation of them, specific to the frequency measurements here, the
Allan variance is used as a standard of stability measurement in the time domain. The oscillator
detection limit, i.e. the smallest frequency deviation that can be detected in presence of noise
is equal to:
Δ𝑓(𝜏) = 𝜎𝑦 (𝜏) ∙ 𝑓0

(3.21)

On the other hand, they also indicate that the maximum quality factor achievable for quartz
crystal manufactured in the best condition is inversely proportional to the frequency, for
example for an AT-cut QCM, the product 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝑓0 is limited by equation 3.22
𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝑓0 = 1.6 ∗ 1013 𝐻𝑧

(3.22)

Substitute 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 in equation 3.22 with equation 3.19, we can get the expression of the
minimum noise, supposing that you can get the maximum Q , increases with frequency
𝜎𝑦 (𝜏)𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 6 ∗ 10−21 ∙ 𝑓0

(3.23)

In this way, the oscillator detection limit will be [27]
Δ𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 6 ∗ 10−21 ∙ 𝑓02

(3.24)

Also for gas phase and adsorbed thin film, there is another important parameter to evaluate the
dissipation level. Think about if the QCM substrate suddenly stops, the gas molecules or thin
films will also stops oscillating, but not simultaneously with the QCM, the velocity (and
therefore momentum) of molecules or films will fall exponentially to zero. The time constant
τ for this exponential decay will depend on the friction between the film and the substrate, and
may be thought of as a characteristic "slip time, "i.e., a characteristic length of time that the
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film slips before stopping. And the slip time can be determined by Q factor and the resonate
frequency of the QCM as equation 11 shows [10]:
1

𝛿 (𝑄) = 4𝜋𝜏𝛿𝑓

(3.25)

3.1.3Acoustic impendence and BVD circuits
As mentioned before, the QCM resonator is always compared with a RLC resonate circuits,
based on this idea, all the mechanical resonator can be depicted as an equivalent circuit, so as
the QCM system. As Fig. 3 shows, the Butterworth-van Dyke (BvD) equivalent circuit is first
introduced by Martin, Granstaff and Frye in 1991, the BvD circuits represents mechanical
interactions of the resonator with equivalent electrical circuit components[30].

Fig. 3.3 BvD equivalent circuit of a loaded quartz crystal in liquid [27]
When the crystal oscillates, its two broad faces move in opposite directions. As the oscillation
occurs, an acoustic wave travels across the thickness of the crystal at the speed of sound in
quartz. So as the electrical impendence, there is a mechanical “acoustic impendence” for the
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BvD equivalent. In the electro-acoustic analogy, within which stresses (rather than forces) are
mapped onto voltages. The ratio of stress and speed at the crystal surface is called load
impedance, 𝑍𝐿 . We can see from Fig.2 the upper branch is called “electrical branch” and the
lower branch is called “acoustic branch”. Cp is the electrical (parallel) capacitance across the
electrodes. LQ1 is the motional inductance (proportional to the mass). CQ1 is the motional
capacitance (inversely proportional to the stiffness) and RQ1 is the motional resistance
(quantifying dissipative losses). LQ3 is the motional inductance for the loaded mass, which is
also proportional to the loaded mass, and LQ2 and RQ2 are the same parameter for the liquid
loading. LQ3, LQ2 and RQ2 add together is called ZL , it is the total load impedance.
For a unloaded QCM, its characteristic circuit elements of BvD circuit is known as constants
which only depends on the QCM’s own properties. The quantitative of the parameters are given
by equation 3.26 below:
𝐶𝑝 =

𝜀𝑞 𝐴0

𝐶𝑄1 =

𝐿𝑄1 =

𝑅𝑄1 =

(3.26a)

𝑑𝑞

8𝐶𝑝 𝐾02

(3.26b)

(𝑁𝜋)2

1

(3.26c)

𝜔02 𝐶𝑄1

(𝑁𝜋)2 𝜂𝑞

(3.26d)

8𝐶𝑝 𝐾02 𝜇𝑞

The constants here: 𝜀𝑞 is the quartz permittivity, 𝐴0 is the active area of the QCM, 𝑑𝑞 is the
thickness of the QCM, 𝑁 is the overtone order or or harmonic number,of the quartz, 𝑁 = 1, 3,
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5, . . . 𝐾02 is the electromechanical coupling factor for quartz, 𝜂𝑞 is the effective quartz viscosity,
and 𝜇𝑞 is the shear modulus[28].
Also there is another expression for 𝑅𝑄1 as

𝑅𝑄1 = 𝑐

𝜔 2

𝜂𝑞

66 𝐶𝑄1

(𝜔 )

(3.27)

0

Here 𝜔0 is the angular series resonant frequency for the unperturbed (no mass loading) QCM
= 2𝜋𝑓0 , 𝑓0 is the series resonant frequency in hertz, 𝜔 is the angular excitation frequency =
2𝜋𝑓. 𝑐66 is the quartz elastic constant[29]. Also 𝜔0 is given by [31]

𝜔0 =

𝑁𝜋

𝜇𝑞

√ √1 −
𝑑𝑞 𝜌𝑞

8𝐾02
(𝑁𝜋)2

(3.28)

In the same way, the parameters for the loading mass have their own expressions:

𝐿𝑄2 =

𝑅𝑄2 =

𝜔0 𝐿𝑄1
𝑁𝜋

𝜔0 𝐿𝑄1
𝑁𝜋

2𝜌𝐿 𝜂𝐿

(3.29a)

√𝜔𝑐

66 𝜌𝑞

2𝜔𝜌𝐿 𝜂𝐿

√

(3.29b)

𝑐66 𝜌𝑞

Above are the conductance and resistance from the liquid load, we can see they not only depend
on the density and viscosity of the liquid, also depend on the conductance of the QCM itself.
For the mass load:
𝐿𝑄3 =

2𝜔0 𝐿𝑄1 𝜌𝑠

(3.30)

𝑁𝜋√𝑐66 𝜌𝑞
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As mentioned before, the effect of limited mass attached to the QCM surface can be
approximated as a thin rigid film between the QCM and liquid/vacuum/gas phase. Here 𝜌𝑠 is
the film’s areal mass density and 𝜌𝑠 = 𝜌𝑓 𝑑𝑓 as 𝜌𝑓 and 𝑑𝑓 are the 3-D density and thickness of
the film.
In this model, the QCM will fit the parameters and calculations over a range of frequencies
near series resonance (2% off 𝑓0 ). For the unperturbed QCM, 𝜌𝑠 = 𝜌𝐿 𝜂𝐿 = 0; equations 3.26
indicate that LQ2 = R Q2 = LQ3 = 0. And Figure 3 reduces to the usual BvD equivalent circuit
for the unloaded QCM. As surmised by Beck et al., liquid loading causes an increase in both
the motional inductance (contributed by 𝐿𝑄2 ,) as well as resistance (contributed by 𝑅𝑄2 with
𝑅𝑄2 = 𝜔𝐿𝑄2 ) (32). In contrast, mass loading increases only the motional inductance,
contributed by 𝐿𝑄3 .
In summary, we can reorganize this BvD equivalent circuits to be comprised of 3 parts an
inductor (𝐿𝑚 ), a resistor (𝑅𝑚 ) and a capacitor (𝐶𝑚 ), which arise from the inertia, damping and
elastic stress terms, respectively. They are the combination of the parameters from QCM itself,
liquid environment and mass loading. To explain them more detailly, 𝐿𝑚 means oscillation
inertial component, which is related to the dislocated mass during vibration; 𝑅𝑚 represents
oscillating energy dissipation into the structure onto which the crystal is mounted and into the
medium, including both viscous solutions and viscoelastic films; 𝐶𝑚 suggests the stored
energy in oscillation, which is related to crystal elasticity[9,36,37].
Furthermore, Ferreira et al. summarized table 3.1 of the three parameters for particular loads
for AT-cut QCM:
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Table 3.1:BvD circuit Parameters for particular loads of AT-cut QCM
𝑳𝒎

𝑹𝒎

𝜌𝑓
𝑁𝜋
4𝐾02 𝜔𝐶𝑝 √𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

0

Load
Rigid mass

𝑁𝜋

Newtonian liquid

4𝐾02 𝜔𝐶𝑝 √𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞
Semi-infinite

Viscoelastic

𝑁𝜋
4𝐾02 𝜔𝐶𝑝 √𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

layer

√

√

𝜌𝐿 𝜇𝐿
2𝜔

𝜌(|𝐺|) − 𝐺′
2

𝑁𝜋
4𝐾02 𝜔𝐶𝑝 √𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞
𝑁𝜋
4𝐾02 𝜔𝐶𝑝 √𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

√

√

𝜔𝜌𝐿 𝜇𝐿
2

𝜌(|𝐺|) + 𝐺′
2

Here G is the complex shear modulus of the viscoelastic material; the real part is the storage
modulus G’ and the imaginary part is the loss modulus G’’.
As we can tell from equations 3.26, an interesting feature of the equivalent circuit model is that
the elements that arise from mass and liquid loading are related to the unperturbed QCM
parameters. Consequently, characterizing the unperturbed QCM fully determines the response
to a given mass or liquid perturbation.
Also from equations 3.26, we can derive the BvD equivalent circuit expression for resonate
frequency 𝑓0 and quality factor 𝑄 as
𝑓0 =

1

(3.30)

2𝜋√𝐿𝑄1 𝐶𝑄1
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𝑄=

𝐿

1
2𝜋𝑓0 𝐶𝑄1 𝑅𝑄1

= 2π𝑓0 𝑅𝑄1 =
𝑄1

𝜔0 𝐿

(3.31)

𝑅

Here the quality factor is its definition expression in any general circuits, correspond to the
expression above as mechanical quality factor 𝑄𝑚 =

𝜔𝑀𝑚
𝑅𝑚

[33].

On the other hand, the acoustic problem for QCM can be discussed in mechanical theories.
The resonance of a QCM can be modelled as a damped mechanical oscillatory motion. The
force balance of a vibrating mechanical structure that consists of a mass 𝑚, a spring with spring
constant 𝑘 and a damper with damping constant α is given by equation 3.32[34]
𝑑2 𝑥

𝑑𝑥

𝐹 = 𝑚 𝑑𝑡 2 + 𝛼 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘𝑥

(3.32)

Fig. 3.4 Oscillation equivalent circuit in which a mass 𝑚 is connected to an unmovable wall
via spring with the spring constant 𝑘 and a damping unit with the damping constant α
In this mechanical system Fig. 3.4 shows, to incorporate it to the BvD equivalent circuit, we
can rename the damping constant α as 𝑅𝑚 , the mechanical resistance, because the light
𝑑𝑥

damping force equals to 𝛼 𝑑𝑡 = 𝛼𝑣 , which coordinate in the oscillating circuits the damping
force is 𝑅𝑚 𝑣 which is proportional to the velocity 𝑣. Also, the spring constant 𝑘 can be rewrite
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by means of the compliance 𝐶𝑚 . Also for a oscillating QCM, the force that QCM apply to the
mass is a periodic force 𝐹 = 𝐹0 cos(𝜔𝑡). So equation 3.32 becomes [10]:
𝑑2 𝑥

𝑑𝑥

𝐹 = 𝐹0 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡) = 𝑚 𝑑𝑡 2 + 𝑅𝑚 𝑑𝑡 +

In this context, we can write

𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡

𝑥

(3.33)

𝐶𝑚

as the velocity 𝑣 to solve this differential equation. First use

the Laplace transforms, then dividing by the surface velocity amplitude (𝑣), and using the
transformed equation in the frequency domain 𝑠 = 𝑖𝜔, 𝜔being the angular frequency), an
expression for a driving force divided by a flow like term (impedance) is obtained as equation
3.34
𝐹0 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡)
𝑣

= 𝑖𝜔𝑚 +

1
𝑖𝜔𝐶𝑚

+ 𝑅𝑚

(3.34)

This equation defines the impedance (𝑍𝐿 ) of the resonator as:
𝑍=

𝐹0 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡)
𝑣

=

𝐹

(3.35)

𝑣

The three terms at the right hand side of this equation are equivalent to the impedances of an
electrical inductor (𝐿𝑚 ), a capacitor (𝐶𝑚 ) and a resistor (𝑅𝑚 ), respectively. These three
electrical components are thus said to form the motional arm of an electrical equivalent circuit
of the resonator. The impedance of the resonator is therefore a complex number whose
representation can be shown in a general equation as:
𝑍 = 𝑅 − 𝑖𝑋

(3.36)

When in different environment and gas load situations, the 𝑍, 𝑅, and 𝑋 will have different
footnote as too show the differences.
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Now as we solve equation 3.34 the velocity 𝑣:
𝑣=

𝐹

(3.37)

𝑅𝑚 −𝑖(𝜔𝑚−1⁄𝜔𝐶 )
𝑚

And the velocity amplitude is
𝑣0 =

𝐹0

(3.38)

√𝑅𝑚 +(𝜔𝑚−1⁄𝜔𝐶 )2
𝑚
2

As we can see from the definition of the mechanical impedance 𝑍, it is a complex number, if
we look at it separately, the real part represent the energy losses, in other words, the
mechanical resistance 𝑅𝑚 is proportional to average energy dissipation per unit time:[10,36]

𝑅𝑚 ∝

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡

For the imaginary part,
𝑋 = 𝜔𝑚 −

1

(3.39)

𝜔𝐶𝑚

It is the reactance represents the mechanical energy storage at the surface.
We can also use this equation to derive the information of the amplitude/displacement of the
QCM when oscillating, and also the Q-factor. For equation 3.32 can solve for instead of

𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡

.

The general solution will be:
𝑥 = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜙)

(3.40)

Here amplitude 𝐴 is an angular frequency related parameter:
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𝐴(𝜔) =

𝐹0

(3.41)

√(𝑘−𝑚𝜔 2 )2 +(𝛼𝜔)2

And the phase angle is:
𝛼𝜔

𝜙 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑘−𝑚𝜔2)

(3.42)

To replace the spring constant 𝑘

𝑘

𝜔0 = √𝑚

(3.43)

And to introduce the Q-factor:
𝑄=

𝑚𝜔0

(3.44)

𝛼

Notice here the representation is still consistent with the former defined one 𝑄𝑚 =

𝜔𝑀𝑚
𝑅𝑚

After substitute 𝑘 and 𝛼 in 3.41 it becomes:

𝐴(𝜔) =

𝐹
( 0)
𝑚

(3.45)

2

√(𝜔0 2 −𝜔2 )2 + (𝜔0𝜔)
𝑄

Now consider if the QCM is driven at its resonance frequency, the admittance of the Sauerbrey
equation is frequency change less than 2%, so here we can approximate
𝜔0 ≅ 𝜔
So 3.41reduces to:
𝐴(𝜔0 ) ≅

𝐹0

(

𝑄

𝑚 𝜔0 2

)

(3.46)
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3.2 QCM measurements in liquid: Apparatus and data taking technique
The measurements for Topic 1, reported in Chapter 4, were recorded for QCM’s immersed
directly in liquid water. Figure 3.3 displays a schematic of the apparatus employed for the
measurements.

Figure. 3.5 . QCM apparatus for liquid uptake measurements
Polished grade, 5 MHz, AT-cut QCM crystals were used. A Teflon holder, obtained from
Stanford Research Systems (SRS), provided mechanical support and an electrical connection
to drive the crystal. The holder allowed only one side of the crystal to be exposed to liquid.
The crystals consisted of 1 inch diameter quartz disks upon which a thin layer of gold was
vacuum deposited onto the liquid exposure side. A second gold electrode, which was not
exposed to the liquid, was deposited onto the reverse side of the crystal. A VC oscillator,
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obtained from SRS, was used to drive the crystal. The circuit provides two outputs: frequency
and voltage. A frequency counter and an oscilloscope were used for frequency and resistance
measurements. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The measurements for Topics 2-4, reported in Chapters 5-7, were recorded for QCM’s held in
vacuum, then exposed to increasing water vapor levels. Figure 3.6 displays a schematic of the
apparatus employed for the measurements. Data were recorded with the same QCM electronics
as employed for the liquid measurements. However, instead of recorded frequency and
amplitude as a function of time, as particles were injected into the liquid phase, the data were
recorded as a function of pressure after evacuating the chamber to 10-7 torr with a
turbomolecular pump.

3.6 QCM measurements of gas uptake from the gas phase: Apparatus and data taking
technique
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3.3 Sample electrode preparation
3.3.1 Electrode preparation: Gold substrates (utilized in Topic 1)
Polished AT-cut QCM crystals (1” diameter) with gold electrodes intended for liquid
operation at 5 MHz overtone frequency were purchased from Inficon (East Syracuse,
NY), The data reported here were found to be independent of whether the electrodes
were prepared with Au/Cr or Au/Ti layers. Prior to each run, the crystals were
thoroughly washed with running tap water and then rinsed with DI water. Consequently,
the crystals were submersed in 0.05 M NaOH solution for 30 minutes, air-dried, treated
with UV ozone in PDS Series Digital UV Ozone system model PSD-UV4, Novascan
Technologies, Inc. (Ames, IA) for 30 min, immersed in 190 proof ethanol for 30 min,
treated again with UV ozone for 30 min, and then stored under dry nitrogen gas. This
procedure is a slight modification of the standard cleaning protocol described
elsewhere.[38,39]

3.3.2 Electrode preparation: Aluminum substrates (utilized in Topic 2-3)
Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston,
MA, part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with Aluminum

films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). They were cleaned in advance of the studies
by means of the same cleaning method described above for gold samples.

3.3.3 Electrode preparation: graphene transfer films on Aluminum substrates
(utilized in Topic 2) Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier,
Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston, MA, part number QM1010-1
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(1inch Liquid plating crystals,

5MHz, with Aluminum films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). They were shipped,
as received from the commercial supplier, to the Naval Research Laboratory, where
graphene monolayers formed on copper substrates were transferred to the one side of
the QCM. They were then shipped back to the nanotribology laboratory at NCSU for
measurements of water uptake in the chamber depicted in Figure 3.4
3.3.4 Electrode preparation: graphene/Ni (111) substrates (utilized in Topic 2)
The QCM’s employed here for studies of water uptake on graphene/Ni(111) consisted
of single crystal overtone-polished AT(A-type Transverse shear mode)-cut quartz
obtained from Laptech Precision Instruments (Part # XL1018, http://www.laptech.com)
that oscillated with resonant frequency 8MHz. The QCM was driven by a Pierce
oscillator circuit at the series resonance frequency of the oscillator. Blank crystals were
mounted within a masked holder and baked in air at 150C for 24 hours before insertion
in an ultra-high vacuum deposition chamber (base pressure 10 -9 – 10

-10

Torr) where

nickel electrodes were deposited. 30nm thick Ni electrodes were deposited onto each
side of the QCM at a rate of 0.1 nm/minute by means of a Tungsten filament e-beam
gun targeted upon a Ni rod held at 4.2 kV. After deposition of the electrodes, the sample
was annealed at 350 C for several hours, in the presence of 10-6 torr of carbon monoxide,
to form a graphitic overlayer on the nickel surface. [40] The sample was then transferred
in air to the vacuum chamber for measurements of water uptake, then baked at 200 C in
advance of the water uptake measurements in order to desorb physisorbed contaminants.
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3.3.5 Electrode preparation: graphene oxide films on Aluminum substrates
(utilized in Topic 3) Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier,
Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston, MA, part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals,

5MHz, with Aluminum films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). They were shipped,
as received from the commercial supplier, to the Naval Research Laboratory, where
graphene oxide nacre structures were formed by drying suspensions of graphene oxide
flakes onto the surface electrodes onto one side of the QCM. They were then shipped
back to the nanotribology laboratory at NCSU for measurements of water uptake in the
chamber epicted in Figure 3.6
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Fig. 3.7 Schematic of the process employed to etch pores in aluminum to form porous
alumina substrates. (image courtesy of A. Marek and A. Smirnov)
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Fig. 3.8 Scanning electron microscope images of typical porous alumina electrodes grown
atop QCM’s. (mages courtesy of A. Marek and A. Smirnov.)

3.3.6 Electrode preparation: Porous Aluminum substrates (utilized in Topic 4)
Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston,
MA, part number QM1010-2

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with ten microns
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of Aluminum grown on one side atop a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). 50nm diameter pores
were formed in the samples by the Smirnov group in the chemistry department at NCSU,
in a manner similar to that described in [41], depicted in Figure 3.7 Scanning electron
micrographs of typical porous alumina samples utilized for the studies are displayed in
Figure 3.8.

3.3.7 Electrode preparation: graphene oxide films on porous Aluminum substrates
(utilized in Topic 4) Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier,
Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston, MA, part number QM1010-2

(1inch Liquid plating crystals,

5MHz, with ten microns of Aluminum grown on one side atop a 30nm Ti adhesion
layer). After the pores were formed, and measurements of uptake were performed at
NCSU, they were shipped to the Naval Research Laboratory, where graphene oxide
nacre structures were formed by drying suspensions of graphene oxide flakes onto the
surface electrodes onto one side of the QCM. They were then shipped back to the
nanotribology laboratory at NCSU for measurements of water uptake in the chamber
depicted in Figure 3.6
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Chapter 4: Tribological properties of nanodiamonds in aqueous suspensions: effect of the
surface charge
Zijian Liu,* Dustin Leininger, * Amir Koolivand, * Alex I. Smirnov, *Olga Shenderova,#
Donald W. Brenner * and Jacqueline Krim *

Article published in Royal Society of Chemistry Advances 5, pp 78933-78940 (2015)
Abstract
Surface uptake and nanotribological properties of positively and negatively charged 5-15 nm
diameter nanodiamonds dispersed in water have been studied in real time by means of an in
situ Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) technique. The frequency and dissipative properties
(mechanical resistance) of a QCM with gold surface electrodes immersed in water were
monitored upon addition of the nanodiamonds. Measurements were also performed with the
QCM electrode in a macroscopic contact with stainless steel ball bearings in the presence or
absence of the positively or negatively charged nanodiamonds dispersed in water surrounding
the contact. The nanodiamonds were found to have a profound effect on the tribological
performance at both nanometer and macroscopic scales. The tribological effects were highly
sensitive to the sign of the nanodiamond electrical charge: negatively (positively) charged
particles exhibited weaker (stronger) adhesion. Positively charged particles consistently
increased friction at the solid-liquid interface, while negatively charged particles of
comparable size were observed to decrease interfacial friction. For the macroscopic contacts
with the gold electrodes, negatively charged nanodiamonds appeared to be displaced from the
contact, while the positively charged ones were not. Overall, the negatively charged
nanodiamonds were more stable in an aqueous dispersion over extended time periods while
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the positively charged nanodiamonds coagulated into larger particles and formed precipitates
more quickly.

4.1. Introduction
Effective control of friction and wear addresses many urgent societal needs in such essential
areas as energy efficiency, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals and the environment.[1,2] The
total frictional losses in a typical diesel engine, for example, exceed 10% of the total energy of
combustion.[2,3] Achieving even a modest 1% reduction in such losses would save ~109
gallons of diesel fuel in the U.S. alone – a significant saving from both economic and
environmental viewpoints. Today’s lubrication technologies were developed in an era that
focused on wear elimination over friction energy losses with less attention paid to the
environmental consequences. The most common lubrication additives in use today are based
on sulphur-, phosphorous- and/or chlorine-containing compounds, which, together with the
metal oxide powder generated during normal engine operation, render the waste oil a major
environmental hazard. [4,5] These lubricant additives appear as one of the limiting factors for
developing the next generation of structural materials for high efficiency operating conditions.
For example, tricresyl phosphate, which is an extremely efficient lubricant additive when used
with iron-containing materials, is ineffective on stronger crack resistant chrome-based alloys.
[6-8] Unfortunately, it is also a known neurotoxin. [9]
Currently, different types of nanoparticulates are being actively pursued as alternatives
to the traditional oil-based lubricant additives. Specifically, nanoparticulates composed of
metals (e.g., Zn, Al, Cu Ti, Fe) and their oxides, [10-16] fluorinated compounds, graphitic
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nanoparticulates, and nanodiamonds [17-19] have all shown to yield significant reductions in
both friction (typically 10-20%) and wear when used as lubrication additives. Studies of the
nanoparticulate additives have also been extended to nonpetroleum-based fluids, including
water (e.g. fullerenols, [20] ZnO and Al2O3 nano-particulates[11,13,21]) and ionic liquids (e.g.
functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes [22]). All of the abovementioned studies
reported both a reduction in friction and an improved wear resistance.
One emerging class of effective anti-friction and wear-preventing nanoparticulates is
comprised of nanodiamonds obtained mechanically (i.e., by crushing diamond crystals [23])
or through detonation of an oxygen-deficient mixture of explosives.[24] Crushed
nanodiamonds are typically 100-500 nm in diameter and have potential as solid lubricants in
vacuum [23] whereas the detonation nanodiamonds (DNDs) are much smaller, typically 4-7
nm in diameter, [24] with a narrow size distribution. DNDs have shown to be effective as antifriction and anti-wear additives to oil-based lubricants. [17, 25-28]
Recently, Osawa described eight- to tenfold reduction in the friction coefficients upon addition
of 4 nm NDs to several polar liquids including water, ethylene glycol, and DMSO. [29] Given
that the conventional additives to oil are insoluble or ineffective in aqueous and ionic liquid
solvents, development of NDs as additives may ultimately allow for replacing the centuriesold oil-based lubricating technologies altogether after the essential technical criteria are
met.[29]
While the empirical search for the best combination of nanoparticulates, lubricating
fluids, and applicable surfaces continues, the fundamental understanding of the atomic scale
mechanisms responsible for the macroscopic tribological performance is currently lacking in
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the literature. While experiments in vacuum with larger (>100 nm in diameter) NDs suggest
that these hard spherical particle could play the role of rolling spacers between the contacting
surfaces, [23] atomic scale surface phenomena [30] are expected to play a larger role for much
smaller (ca. 5 nm diameter) DNDs, especially when used as additives to liquid lubricants.
Suggested mechanisms include changes in the lubricant viscosity and thermal transport
properties, formation of protective surface films, and surface smoothing through polishing
and/or filling of the spaces between the contacting asperities. In addition to the “boundary
lubrication” regime, the benefits of such nanolubricants have recently been demonstrated in
elastohydrodynamic lubrication, where a reduced surface roughness in the rolling contact was
achieved through polishing by the nanoparticulates. [31] Uptake of the nanoparticulates on
surfaces could also alter the slip conditions at the fluid-solid interface, thus, changing the
system’s friction and wear attributes.[32-35] Here, we examine the impact of the sign of the
ND’s surface charge on the tribological properties in aqueous solutions, as virtually all the
dispersed nanoparticulates require surface charge to prevent coagulation and the eventual
precipitation from a solution. At the macroscopic scale, both positive and negatively charged
NDs are observed to reduce the friction coefficients, with surface polishing suggested as a
possible mechanism [28, 36] despite the fact that surface smoothening in general does not
necessarily result in lower friction coefficients. [32] Further investigations are therefore
necessary to establish the underlying physical mechanisms.
To be effective as lubricant additives, nanoparticulates must also exhibit long-term
colloidal stability. Stability of such dispersions is known to be determined by the surface
charge density that is typically characterized by the electrokinetic potential, or “zeta-potential”.
It is the electrostatic repulsive force that prevents the dispersed nanoparticulates from
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coagulation and consequent precipitation. Typically, a zeta potential of 25-30 mV (positive or
negative) is sufficient to electrically stabilize a colloid. [37] DNDs can be produced with both
positive and negative zeta potentials, thus, allowing for investigating the effects of the sign of
the surface charge on tribological performance. Moreover, DND surfaces can be functionalized
with a number of chemical groups to vary the zeta potential without compromising the diamond
core properties. [18, 29, 38-43] Functionalization so as to produce DNDs with like-charged
surfaces does not, however, guarantee that the DNDs will exhibit a mutual repulsion. There
are numerous literature reports of an attraction between like-charged colloids in solutions
and/or other environments where the charge rearrangements are possible when the particles
approach each other. [44-47]

Fig. 4.1. A schematic illustration of the experimental QCM setup. (Left) A QCM holder
(white) with a quartz crystal covered by a gold electrode (yellow) is immersed in an aqueous
suspension of nanodiamonds (NDs). (Right) A cartoon of positively charged NDs adsorbed
on a laterally oscillating QCM electrode with (bottom) interacting more strongly with the
QCM electrode than the negatively charged ones (top).
Here we report on a Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) study of surface uptake and
the nanotribological properties of DNDs ca. 5-15 nm in diameter dispersed in water. QCM is
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an established tool for probing the tribological performance of material-liquid-nanoparticulate
system. [32,33,35,48,49] It consists of a quartz single crystal that is electrically driven at its
resonance frequency f0 in a transverse shear motion (Fig. 1). Changes in the resonant frequency,
δf, and the inverse quality factor, δ(Q-1), of the crystal are reflective of the material uptake and
the mechanical dissipation properties (e.g., flexibility, sliding friction, density) of materials
deposited onto its surface electrodes and/or drag forces and slip lengths of the fluids by which
it may be surrounded.
QCM measurements were performed with a crystal whose gold surface electrodes were
immersed in aqueous suspensions of positively and negatively charged DNDs. As illustrated
schematically in Figure 4.1, it is anticipated that mobile conduction electrons within the gold
electrode may react differently to the uptake of the negatively and the positively charged DNDs.
Specifically, an electrostatic attraction force between the positively charged DNDs and the
negatively charged electrons is expected to result in relatively strong adhesion compared to a
neutral nanodiamond. The negatively charged DNDs are expected to be relatively poorly
bound to the surface and possibly reduce the friction through a reduction of drag forces with
the surrounding liquid. Measurements were also performed with stainless steel ball bearings
loaded onto the upper gold QCM electrode in the presence of a water layer containing either
positively or negatively charged DNDs (Fig. 4.2). Our experimental data demonstrate profound
changes in the tribological performance at both nano- and macroscopic scales in the presence
of DNDs, and also highlight significance of the electrostatic phenomena as the tribological
parameters were found to be strongly affected by the sign of the DNDs’ zeta potential.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) or Acros
Organics (Morris Plains, NJ).
Ball bearings, 316 stainless steel and 5/32” in diameter, model 316-5/2, were
purchased from Bearing Ball Store (Orlando, FL).
DNDs were provided by the International Technology Center (Raleigh, NC). The
samples were prepared by a detonation of an oxygen-deficient explosive mixture of
trinitrotoluene with hexogen (40:60 wt%) in a closed steel chamber using ice as a
cooling media. [18] The product, detonation soot, was a mixture of up to 75% diamond
particulates with other carbon allotropes, as well as metallic impurities. DNDs were
purified by oxidation of the soot in an ozone-enriched air at 150-200 oC over 72 h. [38]
The residual content of incombustible impurities in DNDs was estimated as ≈0.8 wt%.
After the ozone purification, the resulting DND powder was light-grey in color. DNDs
(10 wt%) were suspended in deionized (DI) water by sonication. Consequently, the
suspensions were processed in a Retsch (Haan, Germany) planetary mill for 4 hrs using
100 µm zirconia beads. After the milling the product was treated in HF to remove
contaminations from zirconia, washed with DI water, and re-suspended in DI water at
1 wt/v% by sonication. Centrifugation at 25,000×g for 2 hrs was used to extract DND
particles with 5±2 nm in diameter as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and
zeta potential ζ≈ -45 mV at neutral pH (sample (-S1), Table 4.1). An additional
centrifugal fractionation was employed to separate DNS fractions with 10±2 and 15±2
nm diameters (samples (-S2) and (-S3), respectively, Table 4 1).
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DNDs with a positive zeta potential (ζ≈ +45 mV) were produced by a reduction
reaction. [38] A suspension of the 5 nm DND with ζ≈ -45 mV was initially air-dried.
The dry powder (5 g) was added to a round-bottom flask and further dried using a
Schlenk line and at least three nitrogen purge-and-refill cycles. Consequently, 20 ml of
degassed anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 50 mL of 2.0 M solution of LiAlH4 in
THF was added by a cannula. The sample was stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere at
room temperature overnight. The reaction was quenched by a drop-wise addition of 1
M HCl, which solubilized the lithium and aluminum, and then pH of the solution was
adjusted back to neutral. The product was collected by centrifugation and rinsed several
times with water followed by a re-suspension in DI water by sonication and
fractionation by centrifugation at 25,000×g for 2 hrs to extract 5±2 nm primary particles.
While the 5 nm fully de-agglomerated particles were used for the reduction reaction,
during the functionalization some of the particles formed larger agglomerates requiring
an additional fractionation to separate the 5±2 nm primary particles (sample (+S1),
Table 4.1). All DNDs were stored as 5 w/v% colloids in DI.
Immediately before the QCM measurements, DND suspensions were sonicated for
20 min using an Aquasonic Model 75D (VWR International, Radnor, PA) bath sonicator
at 23 oC. For Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements the suspensions were
diluted twentyfold to reduce light scattering and drawn into a polystyrol/polystyrene
cuvette (10×10×45 mm3). The size distributions and ζ-potential were measured at 25 oC
using Zetasizer (Nano-ZS series, Malvern Co, U.K).
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4.2.2 QCM electrode preparation
Polished AT-cut QCM crystals (1” diameter) with gold electrodes intended for liquid
operation at 5 MHz overtone frequency were purchased from Inficon (East Syracuse,
NY), The data reported here were found to be independent of whether the electrodes
were prepared with Au/Cr or Au/Ti layers. Prior to each run, the crystals were
thoroughly washed with running tap water and then rinsed with DI water. Consequently,
the crystals were submersed in 0.05 M NaOH solution for 30 minutes, air-dried, treated
with UV ozone in PDS Series Digital UV Ozone system model PSD-UV4, Novascan
Technologies, Inc. (Ames, IA) for 30 min, immersed in 190 proof ethanol for 30 min,
treated again with UV ozone for 30 min, and then stored under dry nitrogen gas. This
procedure is a slight modification of the standard cleaning protocol described elsewhere.
[50,51]
According the many existing articles, Au nanoparticle has a negative zeta-potential, and
a recent research[1] reveal that for a neutral gold surface, a significant number of water
molecules next to the gold surface orient with hydrogen atoms pointing toward the gold,
also indicating planar gold surface has a negative surface potential. It is surprising that
the inert gold surface can induce significant numbers of water molecules not to
hydrogen-bond to each other but to bond to the gold instead. This number is enhanced
when the gold is negatively charged and therefore attracting the more positive H atoms.
Furthermore, positively charged gold ions because water molecules to orient their H
atoms away from the gold, which strengthens the hydrogen bond network of the
interfacial liquid. So that as pH is lower, there is more hydrogen ion to be bond to the
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surface potential will be higher, similar results was done for gold nanorods[2]. If gold
is oxidized, its surface potential is more negative.
4.2.3 QCM measurements
QCM data were collected using a QCM100 (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale,
CA, USA) system. The system includes a controller, oscillator electronics and a
specialized Teflon holder that exposes one side of the crystal to the liquid while
providing both mechanical support and electrical connections to the gold electrodes. A
LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX) PC-based data acquisition system was
used to record both the crystal resonant frequency and the conductance voltage from the
controller output. The conductance voltage, Vc, is related to the mechanical resistance,
Rm, as 𝑅𝑚 = 10(4−𝑉𝑐 /5) − 75. [52]
QCM measurements were carried out at room temperature in a glass beaker
containing 150 ml of DI water. Temperature was further stabilized by placing the beaker
into a StyrofoamTM container. After fully immersing the QCM holder into water and an
initial stabilization of the QCM frequency, 1 weight% DND aqueous suspension was
added portionwise (5 portions of 1.05 ml each at approximately 30 min intervals) via a
pipette. Each portion contained 1.05 mg of DNDs. The color of the aqueous suspension
became uniform in ca. 30 s after the injection indicating an effective mixing.
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Fig. 4.2. Photograph of the QCM holder held horizontally with sixteen ball bearings
loaded onto its surface electrode.
For the experiments with stainless steel ball bearings, the QCM crystals with gold
electrodes were freshly cleaned by the procedure described in the section 2.3, placed in
the Teflon holders in air, and then covered with 1.5 ml of either pure DI water, or an
aqueous suspension containing positively or negatively charged DNDs. Sixteen ball
bearings were placed atop the electrode in a pattern displayed in Fig.4.2 and the QCM
response was recorded. The order in which water and ball bearings were added atop the
electrode did not impact the QCM final response.

4.2.4 QCM data analysis
A QCM consists of a single crystal of quartz that is driven at its resonance frequency f0
in a transverse shear motion by a voltage applied to the surface gold electrodes (cf. Fig.
4.1). As originally reported by Sauerbrey, [53] an additional rigidly adhering film
deposited onto one side of a QCM will decrease its resonant frequency by:
𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 = − (

𝑚𝑓
𝐴

)(

2𝑓02
√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

) = −2.264 × 10−6 (𝜌2 𝑓𝑜2 ),

(4.1)

where ρ2 = (mf/A) is the mass per unit area of the film in g/cm 2, ρq = 2.648 g/cm3 is the
density and µq = 2.947×1011 g/cm/s2 is the shear modulus of quartz. Then one layer of
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5 nm diameter spherical diamond nanoparticles packed in the closest hexagonal
arrangement (assuming diamond bulk density of 3.5 g/cm3; mass per particle: 2.29×1019

g; area on the crystal surface per particle: 21.65 nm2, yielding ρ2=1.058×10-6 g/cm2)

added atop of a 5 MHz QCM would result in a 𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 =59.8 Hz decrease in the resonant
frequency (cf. Eq.(4.1)).
If the adsorbed film slips on the QCM surface in a response to the oscillatory motion,
the magnitude of the frequency shift 𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 will be lower than that given by the Eq.(4.1)
for the rigidly attached film. There will also be a decrease in the QCM’s quality factor,
Q, since the friction associated with the film’s sliding results in additional energy
dissipation. For a film characterized by a frictional force per unit area F/A = ηv, where
v is the sliding speed, a characteristic “slip time”, τ=ρ2/η parameterizes the strength of
the friction coefficient η and can be inferred from the relation 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) = 4𝜋𝜏(𝛿𝑓) if the
shifts in both frequency and the dissipation associated with the presence of the film are
monitored. [53]

For a QCM immersed in a fluid with bulk density ρ3 and viscosity η3, one would also
observe δf and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) shifts from additional viscous drag forces and an increased
inertia of the oscillator that under no-slip boundary conditions are given by: [54]
𝛿 (𝑄 −1 ) = 2𝛼,

𝜌 𝜂 𝑓

3 3 0
𝛿𝑓 = −𝑓0 𝛼, where 𝛼 = √ 𝜋𝜌
.
𝜇
𝑞 𝑞

(4.2)

Therefore an immersion of one side of f0=5 MHz QCM in water at room temperature
(ρ3 = 1 g/cm3, η3 = 0.01 poise) results in δf= -714 Hz drop in the resonant frequency and
an increase of 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) = 2.85 ×10-4 in the dissipation. For a QCM with quality factor
Q = 50,000 in air this corresponds to a drop to Q = 3,280 after an immersion in water.
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Although the viscous drag forces on the QCM electrode are mechanical in nature, a
decrease in Q is manifested as an increase in the series resonant resistance Rm of the
QCM resonator that can be measured electrically. For a QCM electrode exposed to a
fluid from one side under non-slip conditions: [54]
1

𝜋𝜌 𝜂

𝛿𝑅𝑚 = 8𝐾2 𝐶 √𝑓 𝜌3 𝜇3 ,
0
0 𝑞 𝑞

(4.3)

where K2=7.74 × 10-3 is the electromechanical coupling factor for the AT cut quartz
and C0 is the static capacitance of the QCM electrodes, including the parasitic
capacitance associated with the connections to the oscillator circuit. A comparison of
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) reveals that δRm is directly proportional of 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ). This is expected
since both parameters are reflective of the oscillator dissipative behaviour. For the QCM
system employed here, the theoretical value for δRm increase associated with the
immersion of f0=5 MHz QCM in water is approximately 300 Ω.
A rigidly adhering monolayer of nanoparticles on a planar surface is expected to
lower f0 by an amount given by Eq.(4.1) with no additional shift in Q if the no-slip
boundary condition is satisfied. If, however, the QCM surface is not perfectly planar, or
the surface roughness and/or slip conditions at the boundary change upon the
nanoparticles’ uptake (surface polishing or filling by nanoparticles resulting in a
smoother topology, heterogeneous adhesion of the nanoparticles yielding a rougher
surface, nanoparticles sliding at the interface, etc.), then the observed δf and
𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) shifts would reflect details of the underlying physical mechanisms.
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4.2.5 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements.
The sonicated DND were prepared by sonication using an Aquasonic Model 75D (VWR
International, Radnor, PA) bath sonicator at 23 oC for 1.5 hr followed by 10 min
centrifugation at 18078 g (Microfuge 18, Beckman,). For DLS measurements, 20 µL of
sample (sonicated or non-sonicated) was diluted to 0.1% (W/V) and transferred to a
disposable polystyrol/polystyrene cuvette and the sample size distribution was
measured by DLS. The zeta potentials were measured for the same samples by placing
them into a Zeta cell (Disposable folded capillary cell) and using Zeta potential
measurement mode. All DLS measurements were performed at 25 0C using Nano-ZS
series, Malvern co, U.K.

4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1 Nanodiamond size and zeta potentials
Figure 4.3 shows size distributions of negatively and positively charged DNDs reconstructed
from DLS experiments with twenty-fold diluted aqueous suspensions (final DND
concentration of 0.25% w/v%) at 25 oC. The negatively charged samples (-S1, -S2 and –S3)
were stored as suspensions for ca. 2 years (solid lines) and re-sonicated just before the
measurements (dashed lines). The positively charged DND sample (+S1) was not stable for
the extended time periods displayed by the negatively charged suspensions: The solid line and
dashed lines correspond to samples stored for several months. Analysis of DLS data for these
aqueous suspensions of DNDs is summarized in Table 4.1 and the average zeta potential is
plotted vs. average diameter in Fig.4.4.
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Fig. 4.3 Size distributions of positively and negatively charge DND’s . Samples –S1, -S2
and –S3 as prepared were suspensions of negatively charged 5nm, 10nm and 15 nm samples.
They were stored as suspensions for ca. 2 years (solid lines) and re-sonicated just before the
measurements (dashed lines). Sample +S1 as prepared was a suspension of positively
charged 5nm particles and was stored for several months (solid line) and re-sonicated just
before the measurements (dashed line).
The smallest negatively charged DNDs (-S1) yielded remarkable resilience to the long term
storage: while average diameter of 5±2 nm as-prepared particles increased to d=10.7±3.3 nm
after ca. 2 years in storage, the initial diameter was fully recovered after sonication (5.3±2.5nm,
Table 4.1). After the sonication, the zeta-potential ζ=-41.8±2.8mV also recovered to ζ=-45
mV specified for as-prepared particles. An interesting feature of the DND suspensions is that
the particle size distributions after ca. 2 in storage either before or after the secondary
sonication did not trend with the original as-prepared DNDs with the exception of sample (S1). We therefore denote the samples according to their original sizes (Table 4.1).
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Fig. 4.4 Absolute values of the average zeta potential vs.average DND diameters for
suspensions after ca. 2 yrs in storage. Triangles and circles represent the positively and
negatively charged DNDs respectively. Open and filled symbols correspond to the DNDs
before and after the secondary sonication respectively
For DND suspensions stored for ca. 2 years the secondary sonication decreases the
average particle diameters for all but the (-S3) sample. However, the zeta potential did not
change significantly except for the smallest 5 nm DNDs (-S1) which exhibit the highest
magnitude of the zeta potential among all the samples studied. The general trend here is the
smaller the DND, the higher the absolute value of the zeta potential. Fig. 4 shows the absolute
value of the average zeta potential vs. average DND diameters for both negatively and
positively charged particles. The zeta potential increases with decreasing particle diameter.
This might be attributed to a higher charge density at the surface in smaller NDs that is essential
for long-term stability of nanoparticle dispersions. [37]
As mentioned before, the bigger sized NDs are tight aggregation of small ones, and because
when aggregation happens, some of the charged end groups is inside the bigger particle, the
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charges they carries is somehow “screened” so that only end groups on the edge contributes to
the zeta potential. So that as size getting bigger, there are more end groups are screened, so the
zeta potential is smaller.

Table 4.1. Properties of DND nanoparticles from the analysis of DLS data.
Sample DND preparation

Diameter Zeta(ζ) potential, mV
(nm)

(-S1)

(-S2)

(-S3)

(+S1)

As prepared

5±2

-45±2

Stored ca. 2 yrs.

10.7±3.3

-25.1±1.6

Sonicated after ca. 2 yrs. 5.3±2.5

-41.8±2.8

As prepared

10±2

-35±2

Stored ca. 2 yrs.

25.1±7.4

-26.0±0.8

Sonicated after ca. 2 yrs. 17.2±5.1

-21.5±2.5

As prepared

15±2

-40±2

Stored ca. 2 yrs.

17.1±5.3

-22.1±1.1

Sonicated after ca. 2 yrs. 16.9±4.9

-23.4±1.6

As prepared

5±2.0

+35 ±2

Freshly sonicated

8.4±2.5

+33.4±2.1
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4.3.2 Tribological properties of nanodiamonds interacting with gold surfaces

(Data file: +5nm: 11_5.txt, -5nm:11_4.txt, -10nm: 11_8.txt, -15nm: 11_21.txt)
Fig. 4.5. Characteristic mechanical resistance, Rm (top) and frequency shift, δf (bottom), vs.
time, t, of a 5 MHz QCM with one gold electrode surface submersed in water and exposed to
DNDs whose original diameters were 5nm

(-S1 and +S1), 10 nm( -S2) and 15 nm(-S3).

Portion-wise additions of 1 ml of 1 weight% aqueous suspension of positively (red) and
negatively (black) charged nanodiamonds were added at t = 0 and approximately every 30
minutes thereafter.
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All QCM experiments with positively and negatively charged DNDs were conducted at least
in triplicate using different electrodes, and only minor deviations were observed between the
individual runs with the same types of DNDs. The QCM response was dominated by the
introduction of the first portion of the nanodiamonds, indicating that it was dominated by the
surface and the interfacial effects near the electrode and not the concentration of nanodiamonds
in the surrounding liquid.
The QCM response was strikingly different for DNDs of opposite electrical charges. Figure
4.5 shows characteristic frequency shift and mechanical resistance data with time t=0 set to the
moment of the first addition of DNDs and subsequent additions approximately every 30
minutes thereafter. Notably, observed changes in the frequency and the mechanical resistance
cannot be attributed to an increase in viscosity of the liquid surrounding the QCM (cf. Eqs.
(4.2,4.3)), as doubling and quadrupling the DND content failed to result in an additional
significant response (Fig. 4.5). The data show a clear trend in both resistance and frequency
shift, with more uptake and more resistance for the large sized particles. In no case however
does the uptake become comparable to that of the response of the positively charged sample
denoted by +S1, whose original size as prepared was 5nm, but was more likely to be closer to
10nm in size as the measurements were recorded given the poor size stability of the positively
charged samples.
Fig. 4.5 (lower) demonstrates that after ca. 3 hrs the frequency response of QCM
stabilizes at δf≈-60 Hz for the positively charged sample, corresponding to approximately one
monolayer of the positively charged d≈12.3 nm DND particles attached to the electrode while
the frequency shift associated with the addition of the negatively charged DNDs was negligible
and even, in some cases, positive. The positive sign of δf is indicative of particles being present
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near the surface (since there was an impact on Rm), but exhibiting a high degree of slip and,
thus, no significant increase in the inertia of the oscillator due to the negligible mass loading.
The mechanical resistance Rm of the QCM-liquid interface meanwhile increased by
approximately 3 Ω for the positively charged DNDs and decreased by approximately the same
3 Ω when negatively charged 5nm DNDs were injected. The experiments clearly revealed a
dramatic influence of the surface charge arising from the endgroups on the nanoparticles on
the system nanotribological response. A possible explanation of the observed changes in f and
Rm is that the there is a strong electrostatic attraction between positively charged DNDs and
the gold electrode surface while the negatively charged particles are physically adsorbed to the
surface but also undergo significant slip in response to the lateral oscillations of the QCM. The
effect clearly weakens for negatively charged nanoparticles whose zeta potentials are
significantly smaller (Table 4.1). This scenario is depicted schematically in Fig 1, where
mobile conduction electrons within the gold electrode are attracted or repelled from the surface,
depending on the charge of the adsorbed nanodiamonds. This scenario would also explain the
higher frictional drag forces observed for the surrounding liquid, as the surface topology could
be more corrugated with bound, and more rigidly associated DNDs at the solid-liquid contact
than the bare gold electrodes.
4.3.3 Macroscopic contact measurements
QCM response was also monitored for stainless steel ball bearings placed on top of the
upper gold electrode (Fig. 4.2). Addition of ball bearings in the presence of a water layer
resulted in an increase in both the frequency and the resistance for pure water or when an
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aqueous suspension of the negatively charged DNDs was used. However, the frequency
commonly decreased for positively charged nanodiamonds.
In some experiments the QCM response reached the values as high as δf=±200 Hz.
Typical values for the QCM response upon immersion of one of the gold electrodes in liquid
followed by loading of sixteen close-packed ball bearings are summarized in the Table 4.2.
This is consistent with the mobile negatively charged nanodiamonds being displaced from the
tribological contact, since the response for water with negatively charged ND is quite similar
to pure water alone. In particular, the frequency increases when the ball bearings are placed on
the electrode, indicating that contact stiffness effects are dominant over mass loading effects.
[55,56] The reverse is true however for the case of positive nanodiamonds, where mass loading
effects as reflected by negative frequencty shifts are dominant. This is consistent with the
positive nanodiamonds remaining within the tribological contact (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2. Characteristic QCM response to placement of sixteen stainless steel ball bearings
atop gold electrodes immersed in pure water, water with positive ND additives, and water
with negative ND additives.
f (Hz)

δRm (ohms)

Pure water

+102 +/- 22

8 +/-20

Water with -ND

+76 +/-28

13 +/-22

Water with +ND

-9 +/- 2

6 +/-20
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4.4. Conclusions
Uptake and nanotribological properties of aqueous dispersions of positively and negatively
charged DNDs and effects of these suspensions on tribological contacts between the
macroscopic stainless steel ball bearings and gold electrodes were studied by means of QCM.
It was observed that the nanoparticulates have a profound effect on both nanometer scale and
macroscopic tribological performance and that the system response was highly sensitive to the
sign of the nanodiamond electrical charge. While the magnitude of the QCM response
somewhat varied from experiment to experiment, the positively charged nanodiamonds appear
to be bound to the QCM electrode more strongly than the negatively charged ones. Adsorption
of a monolayer of positively charged nanodiamonds on the electrode gold surface increases the
frictional drag at the solid-liquid interface. In a striking contrast, all of the negatively charged
DND’s appear to be weakly bound to the surface and likely to exhibit a high degree of slip at
the solid-liquid interface.
For the macroscopic contacts with the gold electrodes, the negatively charged
nanodiamonds appeared to be entirely displaced from the contact, while the positively charged
nanodiamonds were not.
Overall, the study shows the potential of QCM to study tribological properties of
nanoparticle dispersions and nanodiamonds in particular. As an control experiment, for
example for negatively charged NDs, we can use formic acid to do the control experiment,
drop formic acid solution with same mass concentration of ND, and observe the reaction of
QCM.
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But I think the control experiment will barely effect the frequency and resistance of QCM.
Note that the biggest difference between ND solution and ligand solution is ND has large size
so it’s is a colloid, but ligand solution is just solution, electrostatic potential for a single ligand
is much smaller than a ND, so the interaction between ligand and surface will be really small
so that no change could be observed.However, I think using other charged colloid to do control
experiments can be meaningful, for example protein.
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Chapter 5: Nanotribological properties of water films adsorbing atop, and absorbing
below, graphene layers supported by metal substrates.
Zijian Liu, Colin Curtis, Brian McCann, and Jacqueline Krim, North Carolina State
University: Experimental design, data recording and analysis
Rory Stine and Paul Sheehan, Naval Research Laboratory: Graphene sample preparation
5.1 Introduction
Diffusion and sliding friction of water confined within or atop graphene and related materials
is a matter of great current interest, with wide ranging applications that include filtration,
energy conversion, nanofluids and desalination. Although the tribological properties of
graphite, a common lubricant with known sensitivity to the presence of water, have been
studied extensively at both macroscopic and microscopic length scales, it has been
established that the tribological response of graphene in the presence of humidity is disimilar
from that of graphite[1]. For the present study, we employed a quartz crystal microbalance to
study of the nanotribological properties of water films adsorbed/absorbed on graphene layers
prepared by two methods: chemical decomposition of carbon monoxide on nickel(111) and
alternatively transfer of graphene layers grown on copper substrates to aluminum
substrates. The studies are important from two perspectives (1) To measure sliding friction
levels of water on graphene, which have heretofore not been reported, and (2) to compare and
contrast whether the water layer adsorbs atop, or absorbs below the graphene layer (Fig. 5.1)
for the various methods of graphene preparation. The latter issue is also of great interest in
terms of establishing whether films delaminate when immersed in water, a topic with broad
implications.
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(a)

(b)
Fig.5.1 (a) Water molecules are present in the gas surrounding a graphene layer. Do they
adsorb atop the graphene or (b) form between it and the substrate?
5.2 Tribological properties of graphene in the presence of water
Graphite is a common macroscopic lubricant in daily life, and researchers have studied its
tribology properties for decades [3,4]. it is known that the friction of graphite in vacuum is
reduced by exposure to oxygen and also water. In normal, water-containing environments,
the friction and wear of graphite are thought to be low because the basal planes become
oriented approximately parallel to the surface and these planes are low-energy surfaces
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which exhibit only weak adhesion for each other[8,9]. The microscopic lubricating
mechanisms are nonetheless not fully understood, and graphite-like nano materials such as
graphene and its derivatives exhibit their own distinct tribological properites. Numerous
articles have reported the friction level of graphene and related materials using mechanical
methods such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). For example Peng et al investigated
different types of multilayer graphene films and bare SiO2 substrate by calibrated AFM with
a silicon tip in ambient conditions[5]. They studied multilayer graphene oxide (MGO),
multilayer reduced graphene oxide (MRGO), and mechanically exfoliated multilayer
graphene(MEMG), and observed all of them to reduce adhesive forces compared to bare
SiO2 . MEMG was observed however to exhibit better friction reduction than the other two
graphene oxide products. Also Yufeng Guo et al. used simulation methods to examine the
nanotribology properties between interlayer graphene sheets[7]. While water has been
reported to exhibit “superlubric”, or ultralow friction levels when sliding through carbon
nanotubes, the sliding friction of water layers themselves on planar graphite and/or graphene
layers have not to our knowledge been previously reported[2]. We examine here the
nanotribological properties water adsorbed atop, or absorbed below graphene employing a
quartz crystal microblance(QCM) to perform the measurements. The two types of samples
are depicted schematically in Figure 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2 Schematic of the two samples studied. (Left) A graphene monolayer transfer film to
one aluminum electrode substrate, and (Right) graphene formed by decomposition of carbon
monoxide onto both sides of a QCM with Ni(111) electrodes.
Prior literature has reported that water can intercalate in graphene, for example between
graphene and a mica substrate[6]. And because of the intercalation, water can cause the
splitting and detaching of graphene from a substrate[11,12]. We observed similar
phenomenon for graphene on aluminum, in that that water adsorbed by graphene and forms
layers under the graphene.

5.3 QCM measurements of atomic scale friction.
QCM measures the mechanical properties and uptake rates of material deposited from the
surround envirment. The decrease of frequency if a rigidly adhering film deposited onto one
side of a QCM can be calculated by means of the Sauerbrey equation:

δ𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑚 = − (

𝑚𝑓

)(
𝐴

2𝑓02
√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

) = −2.264 × 10−6 (𝜌2 𝑓02 )

𝑚

where 𝜌2 = ( 𝐴𝑓 ) is the mass per unit area of the film,

𝜌𝑞 =2.648 g/cm3 is the density of

quartz, and 𝜇𝑞 = 2.947 x 1011 g/cm/s2 is the shear modulus of quartz.
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(5.1)

To characterize the sliding friction levels of the adsorbed films sliding with speed v on the
QCM surface, the slip time parameter 𝜏 is utilized. For a viscous friction force per unit area
of the form F/A = 2v, the slip time 𝜏 = (22) is inversely proportional to 2,and directly
proportional to film diffusivity. Slip times are obtained from the shifts in the frequency f and
inverse quality factor Q-1 associated with uptake of an adsorbed film on the QCM’s surface
electrodes, according to
δ(𝑄 −1 ) = 4πτ(δf)

(5.2)

where changes in the inverse quality factor, are obtained from changes in the mechanical
resistance according to the relationship
𝜋

𝛿𝑅 = 16𝐾2 𝐶

0 𝑓0

𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) .

(5.3)

The constant K2 in Eq. (5.3) is the electromechanical coupling factor (=7.74 x 10-3 for AT
cut quartz) and C0 is the static capacitance of the QCM electrodes, including the parasitic
capacitance associated with the connections to the oscillator circuit. The effective value for
C0 is obtained through calibration with a non-condensing gas with known viscosity and
density, allowing determination of the linear proportionality factor between the change of
resistance and change of quality factor, and yielding a value for the slip time τ:

𝜏=

4𝐾2 𝐶0 𝑓0 𝛿𝑅
𝜋2
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𝛿𝑓

(5.4)

5.4 Experimental
5.4.1 QCM Electrode preparation
5.4.1a Aluminum electrodes
Aluminum QCM msamples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc.,
Boston, MA, part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with

Aluminum films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). Prior to each run, the crystals
were thoroughly washed with running tap water and then rinsed with DI water.
Consequently, the crystals were submersed in 0.05 M NaOH solution for 30 minutes,
air-dried, treated with UV ozone in PDS Series Digital UV Ozone system model PSDUV4, Novascan Technologies, Inc. (Ames, IA) for 30 min, immersed in 190 proof
ethanol for 30 min, treated again with UV ozone for 30 min, and then stored under dry
nitrogen gas.

5.4.1b graphene/Ni(111) electrodes
The QCM’s employed here for studies of water uptake on graphene/Ni(111) consisted
of single crystal overtone-polished AT(A-type Transverse shear mode)-cut quartz
obtained from Laptech Precision Instruments (Part # XL1018, http://www.laptech.com)
that oscillated with resonant frequency 8MHz. The QCM was driven by a Pierce
oscillator circuit at the series resonance frequency of the oscillator. Blank crystals were
mounted within a masked holder and baked in air at 150C for 24 hours before insertion
in an ultra-high vacuum deposition chamber (base pressure 10 -9 – 10

-10

Torr) where

nickel electrodes were deposited. 30nm thick Ni electrodes were deposited onto each
side of the QCM at a rate of 0.1 nm/minute by means of a Tungsten filament e-beam
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gun targeted upon a Ni rod held at 4.2 kV. After deposition of the electrodes, the sample
was annealed at 350 C for several hours, in the presence of 10-6 torr of carbon monoxide,
to form a graphitic overlayer on the nickel surface. The sample was then transferred in
air to the vacuum chamber for measurements of water uptake, then baked at 200 C in
advance of the water uptake measurements in order to desorb physisorbed contaminants.

5.4.1c Graphene transfer film electrode. Aluminum samples obtained from Fil-Tech,
# part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with Aluminum

films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer) were shipped, as received from the
commercial supplier, to the Naval Research Laboratory, where graphene monolayers
formed on copper substrates were transferred to the one side of the QCM. They were
then shipped back to the nanotribology laboratory at NCSU for measurements of water
uptake and sliding friction levels.

5.4.2 Data collection method and apparatus
For the 5 MHz crystals, the two QCM electrodes were connected to a Stanford Research
System QCM100 controller, employing the controller to drive the crystal to oscillate and also
to record of the oscillation frequency f and conductance 𝑉𝑐 . The 8 MHz resonant frequency
crystal was driven at its series resonant frequency by means of a Pierce oscillator circuit
setup that has been described in detail elsewhere. [10]
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Fig. 5.3 Isotherm Experiment setup
The QCM’s were mounted in a vacuum chamber, and connected to the QCM controller as
depicted in Fig. 5.3. The chamber includes an inlet valve connected to a water reservoir
which is immersed in liquid nitrogen to allow multiple freeze-pump-thaw distillation cycles
to remove residual atmospheric gases from the reservoir; the second valve leads to a turbomoleculr pump backed by a liquid nitrogen sorption pump.
Water isotherms were performed by first pumping the chamber pressure to below 5 × 10−6
torr, then closing the valve to the turbo-molecular pump. The frequency of the QCM was
then allowed to stabilize for 5min, after which the valve to the water reservoir was slowly
opened, allowing water vapor to be slowly admitted to the chamber while both the frequency
and voltage amplitude of the QCM were recorded. For the data set presented in Fig. 5.3, the
water vapor saturated at about 19.8 torr, the bulk vapor pressure of water at 22℃. Upon
reaching the saturation vapor pressure, the valve to the water reservoir was closed, and the
QCM was allowed to stabilize for 5 minutes. During this time period, the water in the
reservoir was immersed into liquid nitrogen, so as to condense it within the reservoir in a
solid phase with very low vapor pressure. The valve to the water reservoir was then slowly
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opened, and water vapor within the chamber was slowly drawn back into the reservoir,
allowing a desorption curve to be obtained for the sample. After the pressure dropped to
approximately 10 mTorr, the valve to the water reservoir was closed and the valve to the
turbo pump opened to pump water vapor out of the chamber and bring the pressure to the 106

torr range. During the entire adsorption and desorption process, the oscillation frequency

and conductance voltage were recorded. The adsorption conditions can be considered as
taken slowly enough so as to be recorded in thermodynamic equilibrium.

5.5 Results and analysis
5.5.1 Water adsorption on aluminum
Because all measurements were recorded with two sides of QCM exposed to water vapor, but
for some sample only one side was coated with graphene, data were corrected by recording
data for two sides of an aluminum sample, and then correcting/subtracting the one-sided
graphene samples to account for adsorption on the aluminum electroded surface. Frequency
and resistance shift data for the two sided Aluminum sample are depicted in Figure 5.3. One
monolayer of water condensed on two sides of the sample corresponds to a frequency shift of
approximately 3.5 Hz.
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Fig.5.4 Water isotherm on a bare Al QCM. (Data file: 20150204_Al_isotherm.txt)
The aluminum sample was also used to calibrate the linearity factor between 𝑑𝑅 and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ):
Figure 5.4 displays the data for nitrogen gas exposure at room temperature, where condenation
does not occure and the shift inverse quality factor versus pressure is well established. For this
sample, it is observe that a 1Ω change in 𝑑𝑅 corresponds to a 2.8*10-7 change in 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ). Gas
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callibration data were performed on multiple samples, and little variation was observed in the
proportionality factor from one sample to another.

Fig. 5.5 Correspondence of 𝑑𝑅 and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 )(Data file: S2_N2_20150327.txt)
Slip time results for water adsorbed on aluminum are depicted in Figure 5.6. The slip times are
rather long, on the order of tens of nanoseconds. They are quite charactertics of friction levels
commonly observed for physisorbed films on metal substrates, particularly metals with oxide
or chemisorbed oxygen present on their surfaces.
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Fig. 5.6 Sliptime for water on Al surface versus reduced pressure

5.5.2 Water adsorption on graphene/Ni(111)
Frequency and amplitude data for water uptake on the graphene/Ni(111) sample are
displayed in Fig. 5.7. Since the crystal oscillates at 8Mhz, the shift for one monolayer of
water corresponds to approximately 9 Hz, and approximately 4 layers have condensed when
the pressure reaches bulk condensation. No shift in the amplitude is observed, indicating that
the film is not slipping. (note some updated data will be inserted here.) Slip times are
therefore not calculated for this sample.
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Fig. 5.7 frequency and amplitude response of water uptake on graphene/Ni(111). No slippage
is detected.

5.5.3 Water adsorption on transferred graphene.
Several samples were studied for the samples with graphene transferred to the aluminum
surface. Typical frequency and resistance curves are displayed in Fig. 5.8 for adsorption on
both sides of the composite samples. The show frequency values that are highly hysteretic,
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consistent with water forming underneathe the graphene, then remaining there when the
water vapor is removed from the chamber. The resistance values moreover exhibit lower
friction when the water is present. Quite the opposite of a water layer sliding on the surface
of the graphene, the data are consistent with the graphene effectively “glued down” by the
presence of the water layer.
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Fig. 5.8 Characteristic change in frequency and resistance versus reduced pressure data sets
for two differenct samples of one sided graphene. (Data file:
5MHzBare_Ti_Al_GrapheneS1_6_06172014.txt,
5MHzBare_Ti_Al_GrapheneS2_1_04022014.txt)
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Fig. 5.9 Data from the upper figure of Fig. 5.8 superimposed with contributions from one
side of the aluminum sample.

Figure 5.9 displays the 5.8 data with the aluminum contribution from one side. The
difference between the two curves (taken at equal values of reduced pressure) can be
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employed to determine slip time and BET coverage for the graphene layer. However, it is
important to note that the concept of both slip time and BET are not applicable for the case of
the layer adsorbing beneathe the graphene layer. Indeed, the plots for BET and slip time
depicted in Figures 5.10 – 5.13 indicate the analysis is non-applicable. Negative slip times
are physically disallowed, and the BET plot is not linear.
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Fig. 5.10 BET analysis for two different samples of one sided graphene
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Fig. 5.11 Sliptime for water on graphene on QCM versus reduced pressure during the
isotherm run for two samples

Both numerical simulations as well as prior experiments report that graphene binds more
strongly with Ni than on Al[13]. Graphene and Ni can form the structure of Ni2C on the
boundary[14], and graphene on Al is more like a “quasi-freestanding” film. This likely
underlies the fact that water is observed to remain atop the grahene/Ni(111) sample. It is
notable that not all films remain atop graphen/Ni(111): For example gold atoms are known to
intercalate underneath graphene on Ni(111) leads to decoupling of the electronic states of
graphene and with the Ni(111) substrate.
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Chapter 6: Comparison studies of sliding friction levels water adsorbed on graphene
and graphene oxide substrates.
Zijian Liu, Brian McCann and Jacqueline Krim, North Carolina State University:
Experimental design, data recording and analysis
Rory Stine and Paul Sheehan, Naval Research Laboratory: Graphene oxide sample
preparation
6.1 Introduction
Nair et al recently reported that the flow of water through graphene oxide laminate
membranes is unimpeded[2], while the same membrane is leak tight to helium and other
gases. Such “superlubric” behavior has also been reported in a variety of other graphene
structures, for water. While numerous publications have reported “superlubric” behavior for
water in graphitic materials, they have stopped short of declaring water as exhibiting a truly
zero friction flow, ie superfluidity. These include studies of water in carbon nanotube
geometries as well as nacre-like structures. [9,10] For the third investigation, we performed
measurements of sliding friction levels of water layers adsorbed on graphene oxide subtrates,
to explore whether the sliding friction levels were in fact very low.
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Fig. 6.1. Water molecules have been reported to pass through graphene oxide films
unimpeded. Is the sliding friction of water on graphene water low or zero?

As will be described in detail in this chapter, sliding friction levels for water adsorbed
on/within graphene oxide layers are in fact observed to be exceptionally low, in stark contrast
to the sliding friction levels observed in the samples studied in Chapter 5 for graphene
samples.

The work constitutes the first time that experimental measurements of sliding

friction levels for water films confined within or adsorbed atop graphene oxide layers have
been reported.
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6.2 Tribological Properties of graphene oxide

Figure 6.2. Schematic of the graphene oxide structure. (From [12] ). Graphene oxide is an
analog to graphene, with the oxygen located in three locations: A: epoxy bridges, B:
hydroxyl groups and C: Pairwise carboxyl groups as figure shows. The C:O ratio is between
2.1 and 2.9 and varies based on different manufacturing methods.
The tribological properties of carbon based materials are greatly affected by the presence of
water. For example, it is known that the friction of graphite in vacuum is reduced by
exposure to O2 or H2O, while for diamond like carbon, exposure to these gases increases
friction[3]. It is also known that modifed graphitic materials such as graphene oxide (Fig.
6.2) can also reduce friction and wear. But the underlying mechanisms are still not fully
understood. Peng et al investigated different types of multilayer graphene films and bare
SiO2 substrate by calibrated AFM with a silicon tip in ambient conditions[4]. The results
revealed that among multilayer graphene oxide (MGO), multilayer reduced graphene oxide
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(MRGO), and mechanically exfoliated multilayer graphene(MEMG), all reduce adhesive
force compared to bare SiO2 but MEMG is much better in reducing friction compated to the
other two graphene oxide products. Berman et al have also recently studied graphene and
graphene oxide at macroscopic and microscopic length scales. [5] They found that at the
macroscale, the tribological behavior of graphene oxide layers was not much different from
that of the graphene layers, consistent to Peng’s results mention above. But in contrast to the
nano-scale and micro-scale studies on graphite oxide, they found that the oxidation of
multilayer graphene sheet results in increase in its friction response due to out-of plane nature
of sp3 bonded carbon-oxygen and high binding energy of O-H bonds formed in humid
environment[1,6].
In addition to these studies, there is a large literature confirming that graphene oxide can be
used in water based lubricants a an additive to reduce friction and wear. Given that graphene
oxide is straightforward to manufacture and store in water, it applications are widespread. [79] The details of how graphene oxdie lubricant impacts friction at nano- and macro- scales,
and the difference in its behavior in the presence and absence of water and/or humidity
remains a matter of study. Here we examine the sliding friction of graphene oxide in the
presence of water at various humidity levels, employing a quartz crystal microblance(QCM)
to measure the interactions between water films and the graphene substrates.
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Fig 6.3 Schematic picture of water molucule travelling through nacre-like GO multilayers

6.3 QCM measurements of atomic scale friction.
QCM measures the mechanical properties and uptake rates of material deposited from the
surround envirment. The decrease of frequency if a rigidly adhering film deposited onto one
side of a QCM can be calculated by means of the Sauerbrey equation:

δ𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑚 = − (

𝑚𝑓

)(
𝐴

2𝑓02
√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

) = −2.264 × 10−6 (𝜌2 𝑓02 )

𝑚

where 𝜌2 = ( 𝐴𝑓 ) is the mass per unit area of the film,

(6.1)

𝜌𝑞 =2.648 g/cm3 is the density of

quartz, and 𝜇𝑞 = 2.947 x 1011 g/cm/s2 is the shear modulus of quartz.
To characterize the sliding friction levels of the adsorbed films sliding with speed v on the
QCM surface, the slip time parameter τ is utilized. For a viscous friction force per unit area
of the form F/A = 2v, the slip time 𝜏 = (22) is inversely proportional to 2,and directly
proportional to film diffusivity. Slip times are obtained from the shifts in the frequency f and
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inverse quality factor Q-1 associated with uptake of an adsorbed film on the QCM’s surface
electrodes, according to
δ(𝑄 −1 ) = 4πτ(δf)

(6.2)

where changes in the inverse quality factor, are obtained from changes in the mechanical
resistance according to the relationship
𝜋

𝛿𝑅 = 16𝐾2 𝐶

0 𝑓0

𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) .

(6.3)

The constant K2 in Eq. (5.3) is the electromechanical coupling factor (=7.74 x 10-3 for AT
cut quartz) and C0 is the static capacitance of the QCM electrodes, including the parasitic
capacitance associated with the connections to the oscillator circuit. The effective value for
C0 is obtained through calibration with a non-condensing gas with known viscosity and
density, allowing determination of the linear proportionality factor between the change of
resistance and change of quality factor, and yielding a value for the slip time τ:

𝜏=

4𝐾2 𝐶0 𝑓0 𝛿𝑅
𝜋2

𝛿𝑓

(6.4)

6.4 Experimental
6.4.1 QCM Electrode preparation
6.4.1a Aluminum electrodes
Aluminum QCM msamples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc.,
Boston, MA, part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with

Aluminum films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). Prior to each run, the crystals
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were thoroughly washed with running tap water and then rinsed with DI water.
Consequently, the crystals were submersed in 0.05 M NaOH solution for 30 minutes,
air-dried, treated with UV ozone in PDS Series Digital UV Ozone system model PSDUV4, Novascan Technologies, Inc. (Ames, IA) for 30 min, immersed in 190 proof
ethanol for 30 min, treated again with UV ozone for 30 min, and then stored under dry
nitrogen gas.

6.4.1b Electrode preparation: graphene oxide films on Aluminum substrates
Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston,
MA, part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with Aluminum

films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). They were shipped, as received from the
commercial supplier, to the Naval Research Laboratory, where graphene oxide nacre
structures were formed by drying suspensions of graphene oxide flakes onto the surface
electrodes onto one side of the QCM. They were then shipped back to the nanotribology
laboratory at NCSU for measurements of water uptake in the chamber depicted in Figure
6.4.

6.4.2 Data collection method and apparatus
For the 5 MHz crystals, the two QCM electrodes were connected to a Stanford Research
System QCM100 controller, employing the controller to drive the crystal to oscillate and also
to record of the oscillation frequency f and conductance 𝑉𝑐 . The 8 MHz resonant frequency
crystal was driven at its series resonant frequency by means of a Pierce oscillator circuit
setup.
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Fig. 6.4 Isotherm Experiment setup
The QCM’s were mounted in a vacuum chamber, and connected to the QCM controller as
depicted in Fig. 6.4. The chamber includes an inlet valve connected to a water reservoir
which is immersed in liquid nitrogen to allow multiple freeze-pump-thaw distillation cycles
to remove residual atmospheric gases from the reservoir; the second valve leads to a turbomoleculr pump backed by a liquid nitrogen sorption pump.
Water isotherms were performed by first pumping the chamber pressure to below 5 × 10−6
torr, then closing the valve to the turbo-molecular pump. The frequency of the QCM was
then allowed to stabilize for 5min, after which the valve to the water reservoir was slowly
opened, allowing water vapor to be slowly admitted to the chamber while both the frequency
and voltage amplitude of the QCM were recorded. For the data set presented in Fig. 6.4, the
water vapor saturated at about 19.8 torr, the bulk vapor pressure of water at 22℃. Upon
reaching the saturation vapor pressure, the valve to the water reservoir was closed, and the
QCM was allowed to stabilize for 5 minutes. During this time period, the water in the
reservoir was immersed into liquid nitrogen, so as to condense it within the reservoir in a
solid phase with very low vapor pressure. The valve to the water reservoir was then slowly
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opened, and water vapor within the chamber was slowly drawn back into the reservoir,
allowing a desorption curve to be obtained for the sample. After the pressure dropped to
approximately 10 mTorr, the valve to the water reservoir was closed and the valve to the
turbo pump opened to pump water vapor out of the chamber and bring the pressure to the 106

torr range. During the entire adsorption and desorption process, the oscillation frequency

and conductance voltage were recorded. The adsorption conditions can be considered as
taken slowly enough so as to be recorded in thermodynamic equilibrium.

6.5 Results and analysis
6.5.1 Water adsorption on aluminum
Because all measurements were recorded with two sides of QCM exposed to water vapor, but
for some sample only one side was coated with graphene, data were corrected by recording
data for two sides of an aluminum sample, and then correcting/subtracting the one-sided
graphene samples to account for adsorption on the aluminum electroded surface. Frequency
and resistance shift data for the two sided Aluminum sample are depicted in Figure 6.5. One
monolayer of water condensed on two sides of the sample corresponds to a frequency shift of
approximately 3.5 Hz.
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Fig. 6.5 Water isotherm on a bare Al QCM. (Data file: 20150204_Al_isotherm.txt)
The aluminum sample was also used to calibrate the linearity factor between 𝑑𝑅 and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ):
Figure 6.6 displays the data for nitrogen gas exposure at room temperature, where condenation
does not occure and the shift inverse quality factor versus pressure is well established. For this
sample, it is observe that a 1Ω change in 𝑑𝑅 corresponds to a 2.8*10-7 change in 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ). Gas
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callibration data were performed on multiple samples, and little variation was observed in the
proportionality factor from one sample to another.

Fig. 6.6 Correspondence of 𝑑𝑅 and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 )(Data file: S2_N2_20150327.txt)
Slip time results for water adsorbed on aluminum are depicted in Figure 6.7. The slip times are
rather long, on the order of tens of nanoseconds. They are quite charactertics of friction levels
commonly observed for physisorbed films on metal substrates, particularly metals with oxide
or chemisorbed oxygen present on their surfaces.
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Fig. 6.7 Sliptime for water on Al surface versus reduced pressure
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Fig. 6.8 Change in frequency and resistance versus reduced pressure during the isotherm run
for two sample of graphene on QCM
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Fig. 6.9 Data from the upper figure of Fig. 6.8 superimposed with contributions from one
side of the aluminum sample.
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Fig 6.10 Sliptime for water on graphene on QCM versus reduced pressure during the
isotherm run for two samples (Data file: 5MHzBare_Ti_Al_GrapheneS3_5_04142014.txt,
5MHzBare_Ti_Al_GrapheneS4_3_04242014.txt)

6.5.2 Water adsorption on Graphene oxide
Data for water uptake and slip times for graphene oxide is shown in Figs. 6.7 – 6.10. The
maximum frequency change sugguest that water vapor did go into the nacre-like GO
multilayers, but almost all molecules could be desorbed back into to the reservoir. And at
P/P0 around 0.8, There is a decoupling phenomenon evident. The maximum resistance
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change is about 120Ω, indicating the water in between the interlayers increases the drag force
dramatically on the QCM.
Concernig the slip time, it is apparent that the the sliptime is very high, up to no 300ns. All of
these indicate that the water is very slippery on/within GO.
For the frequency plot, as we can see the maximum frequency decrease is about 14~16Hz for
both samples, showing that water did adsobed by the graphene oxide layers, at low pressure
range(p/p0= 0~0.1) the frequency shift shows that a single layer of water molecule is formed
on the surface of GO, after the monolayer is form, the increasing rate of frequency is
relatively constant, showing that water is going into the nacre-like structures of GO. Another
feature we note is that around p/p0 = 0.8~0.9, the frequency is increasing instead of
decreasing as before.
For the resistance, in both sample the change rate of it is different roughly before and after
p/p0 is around 0.4, this also shows the evidence of water filling in the nacre-like structure and
greatly incresing the mechanical resistance after a certain amount.
The decoupling can also be seen from the sliptime plot, the maximum sliptime for both
sample are more than 200ns. As a general condition of decoupling ωτ = 1, for a 5MHz
crystal, the critical sliptime is about 32ns, the value here we measured is much more than it,
consistent with strong decoupling of the water.
In all cases the frequency and resistance returned to their original values, indicating that the
water layers were readily removed from the GO structure when the water vapor was pumped
out of the environment. This suggests that the water based decoupling is reversible.
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6.6 Conclusions
We have shown that QCM can be used to study nanotribology properties and dissipation
levels of graphitic materials, in this case graphene oxide. Firstly, as a calibration we tested
the water vapor absorption ability using QCM with a bare Al surface, and the results shows
that water molecules forms a monolayer on the Al surface. Then we performed the same
water experiments on a graphene oxide coated QCM, and we observed that water first forms
a monolayer on the surface and starts to fill in the nacre-line GO multilayers. As more and
more was introduced, the mechanic resistance increased dramatically, and the sliptime was
observed to be very long, showing a reversible decoupling may happen between the water
adsorbed on the GO layers and the oscillatory motion of the QCM electrode surface.
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Chapter 7: Comparison studies of the ability of water versus ethanol films to
diffuse/slide through graphene oxide layers on porous alumina substrates.
Zijian Liu, Brian McCann and Jacqueline Krim, North Carolina State University:
Experimental design, data recording and analysis
Antonin Marek and Alex Smirnov: North Carolina State University: porous alumina
substrate preparation
Rory Stine and Paul Sheehan, Naval Research Laboratory: Graphene oxide sample
preparation
7.1

Introduction

As already mentioned, water adsorbed on graphene oxide substrates exhibits unique behavior.
Nair et al , [2] in addition to reporting that the flow of water through graphene oxide laminate
membranes is unimpeded, reported that the same membrane was impermeable to helium and
other gases, including ethanol. What is the process of water travelling through the GO
multilayers? To explore this in more detail, we studied water uptake on a QCM whose surface
electrodes were formed from porous alumina covered by a graphene oxide layer (Fig. 7.1).
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Fig 7.1. Schematic of graphene oxide layers atop a porous alumina QCM electrode: Water
films traverse the films and fill the pores, while entrance to the pores by ethanol is blocked
by the presence of the graphene oxide.
The use of a porous QCM electrode allows magnification of the response, and a means to
measure the quantity of liquid that is capable of passing through the graphene overlayer. As
will be described in detail in this chapter, water is observed to diffuse readily through
graphene oxide, in a manner that is virtually identical to that of water uptake on a QCM with
a porous electrode directly exposed to water vapor. Identical experiments for ethanol
meanwhile reveal that ethanol is prevented by the graphene oxide layer from filling the
pores. The results have great significance in the areas of filtration, nanofluids, and
desalination technologies.
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7.2 Tribological Properties of graphene oxide
The tribological properties of carbon based materials are greatly affected by the presence of
water. For example, it is known that the friction of graphite in vacuum is reduced by
exposure to O2 or H2O, while for diamond like carbon, exposure to these gases increases
friction[3]. It is also known that modifed graphitic materials such as graphene oxide can also
reduce friction and wear. But the underlying mechanisms are still not fully understood. Peng
et al investigated different types of multilayer graphene films and bare SiO2 substrate by
calibrated AFM with a silicon tip in ambient conditions[4]. The results revealed that among
multilayer graphene oxide (MGO), multilayer reduced graphene oxide (MRGO), and
mechanically exfoliated multilayer graphene(MEMG), all reduce adhesive force compared to
bare SiO2 but MEMG is much better in reducing friction compated to the other two graphene
oxide products. Berman et al have also recently studied graphene and graphene oxide at
macroscopic and microscopic length scales. [5] They found that at the macroscale, the
tribological behavior of graphene oxide layers was not much different from that of the
graphene layers, consistent to Peng’s results mention above. But in contrast to the nano-scale
and micro-scale studies on graphite oxide, they found that the oxidation of multilayer
graphene sheet results in increase in its friction response due to out-of plane nature of sp3
bonded carbon-oxygen and high binding energy of O-H bonds formed in humid
environment[1,6].
In addition to these studies, there is a large literature confirming that graphene oxide can be
used in water based lubricants a an additive to reduce friction and wear. Given that graphene
oxide is straightforward to manufacture and store in water, it applications are widespread. [79] The details of how graphene oxdie lubricant impacts friction at nano- and macro- scales,
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and the difference in its behavior in the presence and absence of water and/or humidity
remains a matter of study. Here we examine the sliding friction of graphene oxide in the
presence of water at various humidity levels, employing a quartz crystal microblance(QCM)
to measure the interactions between water films and the graphene substrates.

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 7.2 Schematic figure of (a)AAO modified QCM and (b)GO on top of AAO modified
QCM

7.3 QCM measurements of atomic scale friction.
QCM measures the mechanical properties and uptake rates of material deposited from the
surround envirment. The decrease of frequency if a rigidly adhering film deposited onto one
side of a QCM can be calculated by means of the Sauerbrey equation:

δ𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑚 = − (

𝑚𝑓

)(
𝐴

2𝑓02
√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

) = −2.264 × 10−6 (𝜌2 𝑓02 )
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(7.1)

𝑚𝑓

where 𝜌2 = ( 𝐴 ) is the mass per unit area of the film,

𝜌𝑞 =2.648 g/cm3 is the density of

quartz, and 𝜇𝑞 = 2.947 x 1011 g/cm/s2 is the shear modulus of quartz.
To characterize the sliding friction levels of the adsorbed films sliding with speed v on the
QCM surface, the slip time parameter τ is utilized. For a viscous friction force per unit area
of the form F/A = 2v, the slip time 𝜏 = (22) is inversely proportional to 2,and directly
proportional to film diffusivity. Slip times are obtained from the shifts in the frequency f and
inverse quality factor Q-1 associated with uptake of an adsorbed film on the QCM’s surface
electrodes, according to
δ(𝑄 −1 ) = 4πτ(δf)

(7.2)

where changes in the inverse quality factor, are obtained from changes in the mechanical
resistance according to the relationship
𝜋

𝛿𝑅 = 16𝐾2 𝐶

0 𝑓0

𝛿(𝑄 −1 ) .

(7.3)

The constant K2 in Eq. (7.3) is the electromechanical coupling factor (=7.74 x 10-3 for AT
cut quartz) and C0 is the static capacitance of the QCM electrodes, including the parasitic
capacitance associated with the connections to the oscillator circuit. The effective value for
C0 is obtained through calibration with a non-condensing gas with known viscosity and
density, allowing determination of the linear proportionality factor between the change of
resistance and change of quality factor, and yielding a value for the slip time τ:

𝜏=

4𝐾2 𝐶0 𝑓0 𝛿𝑅
𝜋2
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𝛿𝑓

(7.4)

7.4 Experimental
7.4.1 QCM Electrode preparation
7.4.1a Aluminum electrodes
Aluminum QCM msamples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc.,
Boston, MA, part number QM1010-1

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with

Aluminum films grown on a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). Prior to each run, the crystals
were thoroughly washed with running tap water and then rinsed with DI water.
Consequently, the crystals were submersed in 0.05 M NaOH solution for 30 minutes,
air-dried, treated with UV ozone in PDS Series Digital UV Ozone system model PSDUV4, Novascan Technologies, Inc. (Ames, IA) for 30 min, immersed in 190 proof
ethanol for 30 min, treated again with UV ozone for 30 min, and then stored under dry
nitrogen gas.

7.4.1b Electrode preparation: Porous Aluminum substrates
Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston,
MA, part number QM1010-2

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with ten microns

of Aluminum grown on one side atop a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). 50nm diameter pores
were formed in the samples by the Smirnov group in the chemistry department at NCSU,
in a manner similar to that described in [9]. Scanning electron micrographs of typical
porous alumina samples utilized for the studies are displayed in Figure 7.4.
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Fig. 7.3 Schematic of the process employed to etch pores in aluminum to form porous
alumina substrates. (image courtesy of A. Marek and A. Smirnov)
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Fig. 7.4 Scanning electron microscope images of typical porous alumina electrodes grown
atop QCM’s. Images courtesy of A. Marek and A. Smirnov.
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7.4.1c Electrode preparation: graphene oxide films on porous Aluminum
substrates
Aluminum samples were obtained from a commercial supplier, Fil-Tech, Inc., Boston,
MA, part number QM1010-2

(1inch Liquid plating crystals, 5MHz, with ten microns

of Aluminum grown on one side atop a 30nm Ti adhesion layer). After the pores were
formed, and measurements of uptake were performed at NCSU, they were shipped to
the Naval Research Laboratory, where graphene oxide nacre structures were formed by
drying suspensions of graphene oxide flakes onto the surface electrodes onto one side
of the QCM. They were then shipped back to the nanotribology laboratory at NCSU for
measurements of water uptake in the chamber depicted in Figure 7.5.

7.4.2 Data collection method and apparatus
For the 5 MHz crystals, the two QCM electrodes were connected to a Stanford Research
System QCM100 controller, employing the controller to drive the crystal to oscillate and also
to record of the oscillation frequency f and conductance 𝑉𝑐 . The 8 MHz resonant frequency
crystal was driven at its series resonant frequency by means of a Pierce oscillator circuit
setup.
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Fig. 7.5 Isotherm Experiment setup
The QCM’s were mounted in a vacuum chamber, and connected to the QCM controller as
depicted in Fig. 7.5. The chamber includes an inlet valve connected to a water reservoir
which is immersed in liquid nitrogen to allow multiple freeze-pump-thaw distillation cycles
to remove residual atmospheric gases from the reservoir; the second valve leads to a turbomoleculr pump backed by a liquid nitrogen sorption pump.
Water isotherms were performed by first pumping the chamber pressure to below 5 × 10−6
torr, then closing the valve to the turbo-molecular pump. The frequency of the QCM was
then allowed to stabilize for 5min, after which the valve to the water reservoir was slowly
opened, allowing water vapor to be slowly admitted to the chamber while both the frequency
and voltage amplitude of the QCM were recorded. For the data set presented in Fig. 7.6, the
water vapor saturated at about 19.8 torr, the bulk vapor pressure of water at 22℃. Upon
reaching the saturation vapor pressure, the valve to the water reservoir was closed, and the
QCM was allowed to stabilize for 5 minutes. During this time period, the water in the
reservoir was immersed into liquid nitrogen, so as to condense it within the reservoir in a
solid phase with very low vapor pressure. The valve to the water reservoir was then slowly
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opened, and water vapor within the chamber was slowly drawn back into the reservoir,
allowing a desorption curve to be obtained for the sample. After the pressure dropped to
approximately 10 mTorr, the valve to the water reservoir was closed and the valve to the
turbo pump opened to pump water vapor out of the chamber and bring the pressure to the 106

torr range. During the entire adsorption and desorption process, the oscillation frequency

and conductance voltage were recorded. The adsorption conditions can be considered as
taken slowly enough so as to be recorded in thermodynamic equilibrium.

7.5 Results and analysis
7.5.1 Water adsorption on aluminum
Because all measurements were recorded with two sides of QCM exposed to water vapor, but
for some sample only one side was coated with graphene, data were corrected by recording
data for two sides of an aluminum sample, and then correcting/subtracting the one-sided
graphene samples to account for adsorption on the aluminum electroded surface. Frequency
and resistance shift data for the two sided Aluminum sample are depicted in Figure7.6. One
monolayer of water condensed on two sides of the sample corresponds to a frequency shift of
approximately 3.5 Hz.
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Fig.7.6 Water isotherm on bare Al QCM as a calibration(Data file:
20150204_Al_isotherm.txt)
The aluminum sample was also used to calibrate the linearity factor between 𝑑𝑅 and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ):
Figure 7.7 displays the data for nitrogen gas exposure at room temperature, where condensation
does not occure and the shift inverse quality factor versus pressure is well established. For this
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sample, it is observe that a 1Ω change in 𝑑𝑅 corresponds to a 2.8*10-7 change in 𝛿(𝑄 −1 ). Gas
callibration data were performed on multiple samples, and little variation was observed in the
proportionality factor from one sample to another.

Fig. 7.7 Correspondence of 𝑑𝑅 and 𝛿(𝑄 −1 )(Data file: S2_N2_20150327.txt)
Slip time results for water adsorbed on aluminum are depicted in Figure 7.6. The slip times are
rather long, on the order of tens of nanoseconds. They are quite charactertics of friction levels
commonly observed for physisorbed films on metal substrates, particularly metals with oxide
or chemisorbed oxygen present on their surfaces.
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Fig. 7.8 Sliptime for water on Al surface versus reduced pressure
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(a)
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(b)
Fig. 7.9 Change in frequency and resistance versus reduced pressure during the (a) Water
and (b) ethanol isotherm on the AAO modified QCM
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Figure 7.9 displays data for frequency and resistance changes for water and ethanol uptake on
a porous alumina substrate. The steep riser close to the bulk saturation pressure correponds to
the filling of the pores associated with capillary condensatio
Figure 7.10 displays data for frequency and resistance changes for water and ethanol uptake
on a porous alumina substrate that has been covered by graphene oxide. A very striking
difference is observed for ethanol uptake on graphene oxide/pores and ethanol/pores: The
amount of material adsorbed is quite low. In contrast, the data for water uptake is very similar,
irrespective of whether graphene oxide is present.
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(a)
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(b)
Fig 7.10 Change in frequency and resistance versus reduced pressure during the (a) Water
and (b) ethanol isotherm of the GO/AAO modified QCM
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(a)

(b)
Fig 7. 11 BET analysis for (a)water and (b) ethanol isotherm of AAO modified QCM
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(a)
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(b)
Fig 7.12 BET analysis for (a)water and (b) ethanol isotherm of GO/AAO modified QCM
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 display BET fits to the isotherm data for water and ethanol before and
after the graphene oxide layer is attached. The most notable feature of these plots is that the
monolayer coverages are of the same order whether or not the GO is present: Ethanol films of
one layer thick are evidently able to coat the surface, but no fill the pores.
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7.5.2 Water isotherm on AAO samples
These results provide a sound confirmation that water passes unimpeded through graphite
oxide, but ethanol does not.
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Chapter 8: Summary and suggestions for future work
Chapters 4-7 of this thesis reported Quartz Crystal Microbalance measurements of atomic
scale tribological properties for various carbon based materials in the presence of aqueous
environments. As discussed in detail in the published article of Chapter 4, the tribological
effects were observed to be highly sensitive to the sign of nanodiamond surface charge, at
both nano and macroscopic lengthscales. Future work is suggested to further explore the role
of charge in an aqueous environment: Experiments in the presence of an electric field, with
varying water Ph, and with liquids such as oil that have varying dielectric constants would
all be of great interest.
Chapters 5-7 report water uptake on increasingly complex carbon based systems. The data
in The Chapter 5 data indicate the presence of interstitial water increases sliding friction
between the graphene and an aluminum substrate. In addition, although water layers
condensed from the gas phase readily form below graphene layers transferred to aluminum
substrates, they are observed to remain atop graphene/Ni(111) substrates and exhibit
relatively high friction levels. The transferred graphene data exhibit frequency values that are
highly hysteretic, consistent with water forming underneathe the graphene, then remaining
there when the water vapor is removed from the chamber. Quite the opposite of a water layer
sliding on the surface of the graphene, the data are consistent with the graphene effectively
“glued down” by the presence of the water layer.
The data presented in Chapter 6 reveal sliding friction levels for water adsorbed on/within
graphene oxide layers to be exceptionally low, in stark contrast to the sliding friction levels
observed in the samples studied in Chapter 5 for graphene samples.
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The work constitutes

the first time that experimental measurements of sliding friction levels for water films
confined within or adsorbed atop graphene oxide layers have been reported. The work
provides a context for the followup studies of uptake on porous substrates, which amplify the
effects and are a followup study in an of themselves.
The work presented in Chapter 7, reveals that water is observed to diffuse readily through
graphene oxide, in a manner that is virtually identical to that of water uptake on a QCM with
a porous electrode directly exposed to water vapor. Identical experiments for ethanol
meanwhile reveal that ethanol is prevented by the graphene oxide layer from filling the
pores. The results are consistent with prior reports by Nair et al, that GO is impervious to
materials other than water. Future studies involving variations to graphitic materials and
alternate fluids would be of great interest, for example water uptake on reduced or fluorinate
graphene, and liquids whose wetting properties vary dramatically from that of water.
Interesting follow up experiments would be to perform studies of mixtures of water and
ethanol, and/or ethanol followed by water. This would provide insight to the fundamental
mechanisms at play.
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